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Carbohydrates, fats and proteins Macronutrients 1. Carbohydrates 2. Fat 3. Protein All three serve as biological fuel and are important in maintaining the structure and functional integrity of the body. Each will be considered for structure, function and source in specific foods in the diet. Particular attention will be paid to the importance of these macronutrients in maintaining
physiological function during physical activity. Carbohydrates - as the name suggests, it is made from carbon and water by a simple carbohydrate, or simple sugar composed of 3 -7 carbon w/atoms of hydrogen and oxygen attached separately to show the figure of a glucose molecule (C6H12O6) fructose and galactose two other simple sugars, which have the same chemical
formula but have different carbon-hydrogen-oxygen bond There are three main types of carbohydrates: 1 ) monosaccharides 2) oligosaccharides 3) Polysaccharides Monosaccharides - 200 found in nature -glucose is the most common (second names dextrose or sugar in the blood) - can be ingested or formed-formed by digestion or gluconeogenesis in the liver-fructose (from
fruit and honey) - it is the sweetest of all monosaccharides -is - converted to glucose in the liver - slowly absorbed by the intestines -galactose -created in the breasts of nursing animals and converted into glucose for the energy metabolism of Oligosaccharides -the main type of oligosaccharides are : brown sugar, corn syrup, inverted sugar, honey and natural sweeteners the three
main disacharides are: 1. Sucrose - glucose and fructose 2. Lactose is glucose and galactose 3. Maltose -- glucose and glucose -Sucrose is the most common dietary disacharide -- contributes to up to 25% of the total amount of ingested feces in the U.S. - occurs in : beetroot and cane sugar, brown sugar, sorghum, maple syrup and honey (honey is not nutritionally superior)
Lactose is found only in milk and is often referred to as milk sugar Maltose occurs in malt products and in germ grains (slightly in the diet of the average person) polysaccharides- made of three or more simple sugars from 300 to 26,000 molecules of monosaccharide can be linked to each other to form polysaharid plants and plant 1 ides. Starch 2. Fiber -Starch - the most familiar
form of plant-found polysaccharide in seeds, corn, and various grains -grains make up bread, cereals, spaghetti, and pastries-also found in peas, beans, potatoes and roots -vegetable starch is the most important source of dietary carbohydrates in the American diet (50% CHO) - fiber - cellulose and other non-star fibrous materials are usually resistant to the human digestive tract -
quite different and are found in: leaves, stems, roots, seeds and fruit coatings have been associated with a lower frequency: leaves, stems, seeds, seeds and fruit coatings - have been associated with a lower frequency: leaves, stems, seeds, seeds, and fruit coatings have been associated with a lower frequency: leaves, stems, seeds, and fruit coatings have been associated with
a lower frequency: diabetes, intestinal disorders and heart disease. Heart. India 12 g/day vs. 40-150 g/day animal polysaccharide-glycogen polysaccharide is synthesized from glucose during gluconeogenesis and stored in animal tissues - glycogen molecules are usually large and vary in size from several hundred to several thousand molecules associated with each other -about
375 to 475 glyogens stored in well-nourished people of medium size - Approximately 325g are muscle glycogen, 90-110g liver glycogen and 15-20g present as blood-born glucose - each gram of glycogen contains 4 calories of energy: therefore, the average person stores 1500 to 2000 calorie energy (enough to feed a 20-mile run) -glycogen synthesis or breakdown depends on
fasting or fed state and exercise vs. rest condition Recommended carbohydrate intake -Average U.S. citizen ingests 40-50% of their calories in carbohydrates -For a sedentary 70 kg person For active people, the recommendation is to ingest approximately 60% of the calories from CHO-It should equate to approximately 400-600 g cho/day -About 50% of most CHO consumed by
Americans is simple sugar, Although it is not recommended -The average American consumes about 60 pounds of table sugar and 46 pounds of corn syrup each year (as opposed to 4 pounds/year 100 years ago) - Excess dietary sugar is associated with tooth decay, diabetes, obesity and coronary heart disease Role carbohydrates in the body 1. Energy Source 2. Protein
sparing 3. Metabolic Primer 4. Fuel for The Central Nervous System Energy Source -The main function of carbohydrates is to serve as a source of energy for the body -Energy released from the catabolism of glucose and glycogen is used to power muscle contractions and other biological processes -Once the capacity of the cell to store glycogen is reached, excess sugar is
converted and stored as fat (even if your diet is low in fat) metabolic pathways exist to synthesize glucose from protein and glycerol Glycogen depletion, which occurs in athletes quite often (especially aerobic athletes) can lead to loss of muscle mass and strength -Through this mechanism, the kidneys may be damaged because they have to handle the increased load of nitrogen-
containing byproducts of protein breakdown Metabolic Primer-CHO acts as, either through a restriction in the transport of glucose to the cell (diabetes) , or the depletion of glycogen through poor nutrition or prolonged exercise, the body begins to mobilize fat more than it can use- This leads to incomplete fat metabolism and the accumulation of acid by-products called ketone
organs -This can lead to a harmful increase in the body's acidity a condition called acidosis or, More specifically, due to the breakdown of fat-ketosis fuel for the Central Nervous System - Under normal conditions and short-term hunger, the brain uses blood glucose almost exclusively as fuel and essentially has no stored supply of this nutrient -Symptoms of modest reduction in
blood glucose (hypoglycemia) include feelings of weakness, hunger and dizziness - This impairs the performance of hypoglycemia) can lead to irreversible damage to the brain Used during combat workout depends on the intensity and duration of the exercise, as well as the fitness and nutritional status of the biopsy simulator allows you to sample specific muscles with a slight
break from exercising one. Intensive Exercise 2. Moderate and Prolonged Exercises Intense Exercise -During the first few minutes of intense exercise, Stored glycogen muscles and blood glucose are the main contributors to energy -This is mainly due to the fact that oxygen supplies do not meet the requirements for aerobic metabolism Show Figure 1.3 Initially exercise, the
absorption of circulating glucose in the blood muscles increases dramatically and continues to increase as the exercise progresses, glucose absorption has increased to 7-20 absorption times in peace (depending on the intensity) Moderate and prolonged exercise. Effect of diet on muscle glycogen Stores 2. Administration of oral glucose before and during exercise Transition from
rest to submaximal exercise: almost all energy comes from glycogen, stored in active muscles For the next twenty minutes or so, the liver and muscle glycogen provide about 40-50% of the energy needs (rest from fat) As the glycogen decreases, a greater percentage of energy is provided through the metabolism of fats eventually , gluconeogenesis liver can not keep up with the
removal of glucose active muscles and glucose levels in the blood falling Fatigue sets when exercise is performed to the point at which glycogen in the liver and specific muscles becomes severely reduced, even if enough oxygen is available for the muscles and the potential energy from stored fat remains almost unlimited This type of fatigue is called wall kick 1. The effect of the
diet on the muscle glycogen Shops-Ingested CHO is a nutrient of energy that is readily available for muscle exercise -Glycogen content in the quadriceps of the thigh muscle has been defined by needle biopsies, and on average: 2. Administration of oral glucose before and during exercise - During exercise, taking sugar-rich beverages favors of high-intensity, long-term aerobic
performance. (not low intensity) - Benefits twice: -Helps spare glycogen levels -Maintaining blood glucose -CHO feeding during exercise at 60-80% VO2 max will prolong the development of fatigue by 15-30 minutes (very significant) - If administered about 30 minutes before expected fatigue, The effect is similar to the one seen if given earlier in the Exercise Show Figure 1.5 -
Interval feeding also increased the time before exhaustion and reduced glycogen depletion-What drink-no sources of sports drinks did better than glucose-Drinks may be a weak concentration (5% solution) or concentrated (25-50%) -When sugar is consumed during exercise, No overreaction in insulin reaction and as a result of hypoglycemia -Hormones sympathetic nervous
system suppress the release of insulin -Exercise increases the ability of the muscle to take glucose (reduces the need for insulin) -Before exercise, taking strong sweet solutions can actually hinder their performance -Big increase in blood sugar causes a strong insulin reaction and , ultimately, hypoglycemia, bringing glucose into the cells Also, insulin inhibits the mobilization and
use of fat -This causes the excessive use of muscle glycogen as an energy source and premature depletion of glycogen - If more than 30 minutes are provided after the start of pre-exercise glucose nutrition, performance can not be disrupted by feeding fructose? 1. Insulin response 2. Gastrointestinal distress -Glucose Feedings and water absorption -With increased osmolality,
there is a decrease in the absorption of water in the gut -This can jeopardize thermoregulation with exercise in the heat -Glucose polymer solutions can be used -Very significant debate: Is there a solution to a certain concentration of compromise fluid absorption in the gut to such an extent that thermoregulation and exercise performance is disrupted? fats are very similar to
carbohydrates in terms of constituents, but the ratio of hydrogen to oxygen is much higher: Stearin - C57H110O6 Types and sources of fat: fats can be placed in one of the three main groups: 1. simple fats 2. composite fats 3. Derivative fats Simple fats - called neutral fats and consist mainly of triglycerides (95% of the fat deposits of triglycerides) from one glycerol and three fatty
acids the two main types of simple fats are saturated and unsaturated (unsaturated fatty acids have double bonds between carbon atoms) saturated molecule of fatty acid saturated, saturated molecule of fatty acid saturated, because it contains as much hydrogen as it is chemically possible : beef, lamb, pork , chicken, egg yolk, cream, milk, butter, cheese, coconut oil, palm oil,
vegetable reduction, hydrogenated margarine Each double bond in unsaturated fatty acid reduces the amount of hydrogen binding sites Monounsaturated 2. polyunsaturated -unsaturated fats are more liquid, and can be made more saturated through the hydrogenation of saturated fats largely correlated with Heart disease seems to be that total fat intake (saturated and
unsaturated fats) are associated with: 1. diabetes 2. heart disease 3. Breast cancer 4. colon cancer the general recommendation is that To consume no more than 30% of the total amount of calories in the form of fat of this fat, less than 30% should be saturated fat lino-left acid- especially important because it is not synthesized in the body, and it is necessary to ensure the
integrity of cell membranes, growth, reproduction, and skin content compounds fat-composed of neutral fat in combination with other chemicals Examples include: 1. phospholipids 2. Glucolipids 3. Lipoproteins - phospholipids consist of one or more fatty acids with phosphoric acid and nitric base - they help with the structure of cells, blood clotting, and myelin shell -glucolipids
fatty acids associated with carbohydrates and nitrogen-lipoproteins are the association of either triglycerides, phospholipids or cholesterol with HDL proteins 2. LDL (VLDL) - Cholesterol Deposits, which leads to smooth muscle proliferation Of Fat - a substance derived from simple and complex fats - the most widely known cholesterol-cholesterol present in all cells and either
consumed or synthesized-endogenous cholesterol is produced at a faster rate when a diet high in saturated fat - a serious reduction in cholesterol consumption is not a problem (except infants). Many cholesterol hormones in: 1. egg yolk 2. 3 red meat. 4 clams. Dairy products -cholesterol does not exist in plants -American Heart Association suggest consumption of no more than
100 mg / 1000 cals consumed the role of fat in the body: 1. Largest store body potential energy 2. Serves as a pillow to protect organs 3. Isolation from heat stress cold environment 4. Vitamin Carrier and Hunger Depressor is ideal as a backup fuel, Because it has great energy potential/weight, is transported and stored easily, easily converted into energy When triglycerides formed
against when glycogen formed 3 H2O released against 2.7 H20 formed (light) vs (heavy) - the average man and woman in the U.S. are 15% and 25% fat in the body respectively-American average can run from New York to Madison Wisconsin to stored fat fat balance in the air flow Associated with albumin, and they are stored in muscles like triglycerides - both contribute to the
energy demands of exercise - during a brief moderate exercise, about 1/2 of the calories from fat. After about 1 hour, there is a gradual increase in the percentage of calories from fat - this percentage can reach 80% during long endurance exercises Protein Nature Proteins - from the Greek word, Main value - contain contain hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen (16%) -polymerized from
building blocks called amino acids -20 amino acids: - Everyone has an amino acid radical and a radical called organic acid - a specific side chain structure that gives each amino acid its own features - a combination of 20 amino acids allows almost unlimited protein protein -8 amino acids can not be synthesized in the body (it is essential amino acids) phenylalaline, tryionine,
tryptophan, and valin-cystine and tyrosine are synthesized in the body from methionine and phenylalaline respectively -protein nutrients that contain all essential amino acids in terms of quantity and in the right ratio to maintain nitrogen balance and allow for tissue growth and recovery known as full protein , Meat, fish, milk and poultry are all sources of full protein (eggs are judged
as the best) - all essential amino acids can be obtained by consuming various plant proteins -lactovegetarian diet and ovolactovegetarian diet to reduce the problem of insufficient protein intake Recommended protein intake- there probably no benefit from eating excessive amounts of protein if the athlete trains extremely intensively, and this training involves resistance training -
muscle mass does not increase, just eating foods high in protein -excessive protein can actually be harmful to the liver and kidneys, both of which are carried out by nitrogen waste -RDA offers a consumption of 0.8 g/kg of body weight/day (to determine your protein requirement, multiply body weight in pounds by 0.37) for the average person -babies, and pregnant women demand
more -stress, disease and injury cause greater demand - simple amino acids prepared by companies for consumption by athletes are a waste of money - there is no need for pre-cooked amino acid drugs, as dietary proteins are quickly absorbed into the gut when they are in di - and tripeid forms - amino acid supplements have not been shown to improve in any form : 1. Power 3.
Muscle Mass 4. Endurance Protein Role in the Body- is 12-15% body weight -amino acids provide the main source for anabolic proteins involved in a huge variety of tissues and cellular functions 1. Nucleoproteins - transmit hereditary characteristics 2. Structural proteins - form hair and nails 3. Globuular proteins -make up enzymes (2000) -can act as a buffer in the blood for pH
balance necessary for muscle proteins (actin, myosine, titine, vinculin, disinfection, nebulin, etc.) Dynamics of protein metabolism - catabolism contributes to 2-5% of the need for energy at rest - during catabolism nitrogen is excreted from the amino acid in the liver (deaminetion) and The body in the form of urea-resulting skeletal carbon can be used as an energy source when
nitrogen consumption equals nitrogen secretion, nitrogen balance exists -protein from the nervous and connective tissue is essentially fixed while muscle and liver protein can be altered and used for energy metabolism -loss of muscle mass with a negative nitrogen balance called muscular atrophy Protein balance in exercise and training: Is RDA really sufficient? -Many studies
provide evidence that RDA provides margin safety for protein intake even with resistance training - this is based on the fact that energy consumption is sufficient for additional exercise needs if energy consumption is too low during heavy training, even increased protein intake may not be sufficient to maintain energy balance-research regarding protein breakdown with long-term
endurance exercises have been complicated by only a small increase in nitrogen content in the urine, especially When a low-carb diet alanine-glucose cycle -amino acids in the muscles are converted into glutamate, and then alanine-alanine is released from the exercise the muscle is transported to the liver, where it is done - the remaining carbon skeleton is converted into
glucose and then released into the working muscles Show Figure 1-13 Alanine-Glucose Cycle -energy derived from the alanine-glucose cycle can deliver so much How many 10-15% of the total exercise requirement - Little is known for the protein needs of individuals who train 4-6 hours/day on resistance type exercises Vitamins, minerals and trace elements of water - it is a small
amount of vitamins and minerals that play a very specific role in the transmission of energy Vitamins Nature vitamins -knowledge of vitamins and their relevance in the state of the disease (bery-tiamine; cingy). -With the exception of vitamin D, vitamins cannot be synthesized in the body - plants produce vitamins during photosynthesis and animals get their vitamins from plant-
provitamin to activate vitamins (A, D, niacin, and folatinine) : the most well-known provitamins are carotene-carotene yellow and yellow-orange pigment precursors of vitamin A, which give color to vegetables and fruits Types of vitamins -13 vitamins classified as fat-soluble or water-soluble - fat-soluble vitamins include vitamins A, D, E, K Water Soluble. Riboflavin (B2) 4. Niacin
(nicotinic acid) 5. Panthoic acid 6. Biotin 7. Folacin (folic acid) 8. Kobalamin (B12) 9. Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) fat-soluble vitamins dissolved and stored in the body may over time develop insufficient amounts of fat-soluble vitamins or reissue (e.g. hypervitaminosis A) water-soluble vitamins -vitamin B Vitamin C - acting like coenzymes, which are combined with large proteins to
make an active enzyme-transported easily in bodily fluids and not stored to a noticeable degree the role of vitamins in the body - act to release energy during catabolism and help in tissue synthesis - can be reused, so that athletes do not need more than the population of vitamin supplements : Competitive advantage? -Supplements may help alleviate the deficiency of synthesized
vitamins no worse than vitamins found in Natural Resources Vitamins and Exercise Performance -No controlled studies have found positive results regarding the effects of additional doses of vitamin B, C, E Megavitamins-some megavitamins contain up to 1,000 times recommended doses-can cause complications such as excess vitamin C causes excess urinary acid and
eventually , can cause a number of diseases of the state Minerals Nature Minerals -22 mostly metallic elements that make up about 4% of body weight - the most important are found in enzymes, hormones and vitamins - essential minerals (large amounts; known effects) - trace minerals (minute quantities; obscure effects) Types and sources of minerals -mineral supplements are
usually not needed - geographically specific (e.g., near the Great Lakes, low in iodine, which makes thyroxine for metabolism) -30-50% of women in disinvox age iron deficiency (can get from green vegetables , egg yolk, liver, kidneys and heart) The role of minerals in the body 1. structure - for bones and teeth 2. functional purpose - heart rate, muscle contraction, nerve impulse 3.
Regulatory - cellular metabolism through enzymes and hormones Calcium - calcium and phosphate together make up about 75% of the mineral deposit of the body Osteoporosis - porous and brittle bones 1. can occur due to lack of stress on the bone 2. can occur due to lack of estrogen in women 3. there may be no form of calcium intake 4. usually comes from all three 5.
overtrained can cause osteoporosis (amenorrhea) phosphorus - connects to calcium to form bones, and is an important component of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and creatine phosphate (CP) magnesium - plays a crucial role in glucose metabolism, Promoting the formation of muscle and liver glycogen from circulatory glucose (also nerve and muscle conduction) iron - 3-5 g
throughout the body responsible for glycogen muscles in red blood cells - increased oxygen capacity facilitates the transmission of oxygen in the muscles) - is also found in the cytochrome ETS-iron absence in the exercise of women Attributed: 1. menstruation 2. Pregnancy 3. Poor Iron Diet 4. iron loss in sweat 5. loss of hemoglobin in the urine (from the destruction of RBC with
greater spleen activity, mechanical trauma) sodium, potassium, chlorine - all called called electrolytes because they all dissolve in the body like charged particles - they are all important in determining cells' electrical potential-can deplete these electrolytes through excessive sweating, but this usually does not happen; The main focus is on replenishing water for the body Water in
the body -40-60% of body weight is water (70% of muscles and less than 25% fat) - there are intracellular (62%) and extracellular compartments (38%) Water intake; about 2.5 litres from: 1. liquid (1.2 liters) 2. Food (1.0 litres) 3. Metabolism (350 ml) loss of water; about 2.5 litres of urine (1.5 litres) 2. feces (100 ml) 3. (600 ml) 4. lungs (350 ml) - excessive sweating on a wet day
leads to loss of water in the body, plasma volume; Thus, it directly affects the thermoregulatory mechanisms Optimal nutrition for exercise - the optimal diet is defined as one in which the supply of essential nutrients is sufficient to maintain tissues, repair and growth without excessive energy consumption 1. Age 2. Body size 3. Paul 4. The specifics of sports 5. Dietary Preferences
Nutritional Requirements 1. Coaches Sense 2. Athletes' knowledge base 3. The best athletes eat similar to sedentary people 4. Total calorie intake is 5. For endurance, CHO is a special consideration of recommended nutrient intake 1. Excessively generalized (women 2100, men 2700) 2. Strongly dependent on Lean Body Mass 3. Protein- Athletes are 2-5 times higher than
recommendation 4. fat - no more than 30% of the total number of calories (70% fat -unsaturated) 5. CHO- Very high percentage for endurance athletes (Taraumara Indians) CHO needs in a long, heavy training one. Skiing, swimming, skiing, cycling 2. We recommend about 70% of CHO and up to 4000 calories per day CHO 3. Recovery of liver glycogen vs. muscular glycogen 4. 2
days of rest or light exercise to reach the level of pre-workout exercise and food intake 1. Adjustment of consumption in corresponds to expenditures (unconscious) 2. The balance is not maintained in sedentary people !!! 3. Creeping obesity in the U.S. 4. Original scores (Olympics 1936) 5. Later estimates (4000 cal) 6. Only extremes above these levels are 7. Huge variability there
are more, weigh less than one. Those who work about 10 kilometers a day have 40-60% more calories per day and weigh less than sedentary control 2. Athletes take in disproportionately larger protein Pregame Meal 1. The main goal is adequate CHO energy and hydration 2. Fasting, for whatever reason, is pernicious (nerves) 3. Food preferences, psychological set, and
assimilation should all be considered 4. 3 hours before the meal should be long enough protein or CHO 1. Steak and Eggs: Does anyone really eat this? 2. Normal nighttime fast, leads to a low CHO 3. CHO and absorbed faster than 4. Amino acid breakdown requires water to release 5. Pre-event CHO Drinks (timing) liquid dishes 1. Balanced Nutritionally 2. 2. CHO 3. Liquid
needs 4. Assimilated quickly 5. Little time or interest in food in long day events the energy value of the food energy unit measurements, calories 1. Definition - the amount of energy needed to increase the temperature of 1 kg (1 liter) of water 1 degree Celsius 2. Often referred to as a kilogram of calories or kcal 3. International Joules Unit: 1 kcal and 4.2 kJ Gross Energy Food Cost
1. Calorimeter Bomb- Direct Calorimetry 2. Burning food (oxidation) 3. Heat burning 4. Whatever the ways to burn the combustion heat: fat 1. Changes depending on the type of fat 2. The average for total fat is 9.4 kcal/g Heat of burning: CHO 1. Glucose 3.74 kcal/g 2. Glycogen 4.19 kcal/g 3. Average used value of 4.2 kcal/g Heat of burning: Protein 1. Depends on the type of
protein 2. The average used value is 5.65 kcal/g Comparison of the energy value of nutrients 1. The energy content of fat is 65% higher than protein 2. The energy content of fat is 120% higher than that of CHO Net Energy Value of Foods 1. The clean energy available to the body is not quite the same as gross energy from combustion heat 2. From an applied point of view, this is
only important for protein (net energy value is 4.6 kcal/g) Digestability ratio 1. The definition-share of ingested food is actually digested and absorbed to meet the metabolic needs of the body 2. CHO, fat and protein 97%, 95% and 92% respectively 3. Large variability in each macronutrient 4. Protein from plants: hard to digest 5. Because of digestibility the net energy value is as
follows: CHO 4 kcal/g fat 9 kcal/g Atwater Total protein - 4 kcal/g Factors Alcohol - 7 kcal/g calorie meal 1. It's easy to calculate 2. Look at app B 3. Remember that weight gain or loss in the first place is the result of total calorie intake Introduction to energy-saving purpose is to extract energy from nutrients and transfer it to the contracting elements of skeletal muscles. Energy,
Capacity to Work 1. In this context, energy refers to the ability to do the job. 2. The first law of thermodynamics: Energy is not created or destroyed, but it is transformed from one form to another. (Saving Energy) 3. Applying to body potential and kinetic energy 1. Total E is a potential E and Kinetic E 2. When the E potential is released, it is converted into kinetic energy or motion
energy. 3. Transfer of Chemical E: A. to Mechanical Energy B. to Increase Potential E (Biosynthesis) Energy-Saving and Energy-Saving Processes 1. Exergonistic- physical or chemical process that leads to the release of energy into the surrounding industry. 2. Endergonic processes that store or absorb energy 3. be connected to store energy 4. Freed energy - the difference in
potential energy between reactionary and product substances 5. The transfer of potential energy always decreases The law of thermodynamics) 6. Ultimately, all potential energy in the system degrades to an unfeasible form of kinetic energy or thermal interconversions of Energy Net entropy occurs even when isolated systems allow the use of potential energy for a useful purpose.
Entropy is a measure of the continuous process of energy change; all chemical and physical processes will move in a direction where general chance or disorder increases and the energy available for work decreases. Energy Forms 1. Chemical 2. Mechanical 3. Heat 4. Light 5. Electric 6. Nuclear Energy Transformation Examples Most Fundamental Examples: 1. Photosynthesis
2. Breath Photosynthesis 1. Chlorophyll absorbs the radiant energy of the sun and converts it into a chemical potential energy in the form of carbohydrates in plants 2. 686 kcal/mole glucose is synthesized By Breath 1. Basically the reverse photosynthesis 2. The stored chemical E is extracted in the presence of oxygen (release of 689 kcal/mole glucose oxidizes) 3. E released can
be stored in other chemical compounds 4. The remaining E flows into the environment as a thermal biological work in humans 1. Mechanical muscle compression work 2. Chemical work on the synthesis of cellular molecules 3. Transportation work that concentrates various substances in intra- and extracellular fluids of mechanical working examples include: 1. Muscle reduction 2.
Cylia in many cells 3. Other contracts of strands of chemical work Cellular components are constantly being created as others are destroyed. Transport work 1. Diffusion does not require work 2. The movement of chemicals against the concentration gradient (active transport) requires E 3. Secretion and reabsorbion in renal tubes 4. Electrochemical gradients on cell membranes
Factors influencing the rate of bioenergy the rate at which the chemical E in food nutrients is extracted is preserved, and transferred to the contracting strands of skeletal muscles determines the intensity at which exercise can progress. Effect of mass action 1. The effect of chemicals on the frequency of a particular reaction. 2. Some chemicals play a key role in the entire chain of
events. Oxygen is often a limiting factor. Enzymes: Biological Catalysts 1. Specific protein catalysts, accelerating the reaction rate of 2. Substrates and products 3. Enzyme turnover (relatively slow) 4. Specificity (19 at the breakdown of glucose on CO2 and H2O) Role of Coenzymes 1. definition-complex, non-treadine, organic substances that facilitate the action of the enzyme,
helping to link the substrate with its specific enzyme 2. Less specific (may act in several different reactions) A. Co-binder role B. Temporary Carrier (NAD) 3. Vitamins Act Coenzyme Energy Emissions Measurements in Humans 1. Calorimetry (Lavoiseye Chamber) 2. Indirect calorimetry - Because the total combustion of combustion food is achieved by molecular oxygen, the heat
generated in these exergenic reactions can be conveniently and accurately assessed by measuring oxygen consumption. Transmission of energy in the body of Bond Energy Phosphate 1. ATF- provides energy for all biological works ATPase causes a reaction: ATP and H2O for ADP and Pi It's rxn that occurs without oxygen and very quickly, but only 80-100g stored in the body.
2. CrP - It is believed the energy tank is stored about 4-6 times the concentration of ATP. Creatine Kinase causes reaction: CrP and ADP to ATP and Cr Energy Transfer in Exercise Immediate Energy: ATP-CP System -5 millimoles ATP/kg muscle -15 millimoles CP/kg muscle -20 kg muscle (all from exercises 5-6 sec) - used for all immediate energy increases -NMR Nuclear
magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy: Pi:CrP gives an indication of mitochondrial breathing Short-term energy: The lactic acid system-maximum power is about 45% of the ATP-CrP system - a form of lactic acid - buys time through phosphorylation of substrate level - is used when THET-CP is exhausted during 400m race, etc. -also used when an athlete tries to sprint past 200m
mile run-highest lactate level (60-180 sec all out) -Blood lactate See figure 7.2 -NADH production exceeds hydrogen atom turning off ETS (regardless of O2 power) -LDH type in different types of fiber -blood lactate-threshold-lactate-production : Aerobic system - Oxygen absorption during exercise -pulmonary absorption-oxygen-sustainable-state exercise-lactate does not
accumulate -depends on the individual unprepared against trained -O2 deficiency - lag in the absorption of O2 relative to energy expenditure See figure 7.3 -glycolysis promotes anaerobic energy in the early stages of vigorous exercise, even before the full use of intramuscular high-energy phosphate-switch-switch vs. smooth mixing -VO2 Max - ability to aerobic resynthesis ATP
Fast and Slow Twitch muscle fibers -common types (metabolic aspects) -% in the average population -% in elite athletes Energy Spectrum Exercise Show Figure 7.8 Relative contributions aerobic and anaerobic works with maximum absorption during recovery: so-called oxygen debt -metabolic rate remains high during exercise recovery phase -oxygen debt-increasing oxygen
absorption during recovery phase -fast component- 1/2 oxygen recovery up is within 30 seconds and full recovery within 2-3 minutes - slow component associated with rising body temperature and changes in hormonal balance; can last for hours to a whole day metabolic dynamics of recovery of absorption -A.V. Hill -lactic acid theory oxygen debt -renegotiation debt Alactacid and
Lactacid debt, which restored ATF and CrP, and and repectively -Controversy - Excess oxygen after exercise (EPOC) consumption occurs even without the reduction of ATP-CrP and without glycogen resynthesis from lactate of new concepts about EPOC: 1. some glycogen resynthesis and ATP-CrP 2. increased body temperature increases metabolism 3. restore blood and body
fluids with oxygen 4. increased consumption of O2 respiratory muscles 5. increased metabolism due to hormonal changes 6. Tissue recovery and redistribution of ions Effects of EPOC for exercise and recovery -active vs passive recovery depends on the intensity of combat exercises See Figure 7.11 Intermittent exercises -use interval training to increase intensity and increase
speed of adaptation without exhausting from combat -work/rest intervals should be accustomed, not to significantly raise the concentration of blood lactate muscle structure and levers Muscle Types summary of the fundamental characteristics of muscle tissue: skeletal muscle tissue has voluntary nerve control, is located attached to the bones and has a striped, multi-core
microscopic appearance of the heart muscle has involuntary nerve control, is located in the heart (myocardium) and has a striped single-nucelled microscopic appearance; It also contains itercalized discs of smooth muscle has involuntary nerve control, is located in the walls of hollow innards and blood vessels, and has an unstorted, rootless microscopic appearance - a striped
appearance from the existence of actin and myosin - intercalated discs - a cross-thickening sarcolem that separates each fiber in the internal structure. Epimises (around the muscles) - the expansion of the deep fascia - the fibrous layer of connective tissue - wraps around the entire muscle 2. perimicium (around bundles of fiber cells or fasciclei) 3. endomisia-invagination of
perimimia, which penetrates the fasciclei and is divided into separate muscle cells - muscle cells and muscle fibers - each cell has a bunch of myofibrils - each myofybril has myophilation (actin and myosine, etc.), located in the sarcomers of Tendons - attached to the bone (periosta) - extensions of periosis and epimysion arreurium which extends into a wide flat layer of the tendon
shell-synovial shell, that allow tendons to slide easily and prevent them from slipping out of the site of histology (tissue research) - Skeletal muscle consists of: 1. Muscle fibers - elongated cells parallel to each other 2. Sarcolemma - located just under endomysis - a plasma membrane that envelops muscle fiber, including sarcoplasm (cytoplasm) - has many nuclei and mitochondria
3. Sarcoplamic ethylum-network tubes in myofiber that release and take calcium to help regulate the reduction of 4. T-pipes are transverse pipe-murders that from the outside of muscle cells to the sarcoplamic stycula 5. Sarcomer Sarcomer Distance from the z line to the z line; functional unit of the H muscle zone, where there are only myosine-myophilaments; reduces during the
reduction of the I strip area where there is only actin; shrinks during the cut-band area, including myosine and where myosine and actin overlap; does not shrink when the M line narrows - a series of thin threads in the center of the H-zone: connects the middle parts of the adjacent thick threads 6. Satellite cells are undifferentiated cells that lie between basal laminate and
sarcolemma: can help in some hyperplasia (increasing cell count) when the cell is damaged or possibly otherwise stimulated, so the tissue has some regenerative abilities Two types of myophilament 1. actin-thin thread that connects to troponin and tropogiosine to form a complex of thin thread 2. Myosine is a thick thread that contains heads with enzymes (ATP-as) to interact with
actin muscles classified by arrangement of their Fascicles 1. Parallel - fibers run parallel to the line of attraction and have a greater range of motion 2. pennate - Fibers are attached at an angle, allowing more fibers and therefore greater strength, reduced muscle range classified by action 1. the main movement - (agonist) causes the desired action 2. antagonist - resists the desired
action 3. synergist - helps stabilize movement 4. Fixation - muscle contracts isometrically to stabilize the origin of the prime movement of the scrum - as a rule, the muscles actively contract and passively lengthens through the reduction of the antagonist (not always so) Three types of contraction: 1. concentric - muscle activation is accompanied by actual reduction of resistance -
muscle strength 2. eccentric muscle activation, but its length increases resistance - muscle strength 3. Isometric - muscle activation, but its length remains static-resistant - muscle strength muscle mass reduction occurs by reducing the distance between origin (the point where the muscle starts) and insertion (the point where the muscle ends) - a bone that in rare cases both origin
and insertion will move. Levers: 1st class - support between muscles (effort) and weight (resistance) - the most effective for strength production of the 2nd class - resistance between support (joint) and muscle (effort) 3rd class - muscle (effort) is between weight (resistance) and support (joint) - the least effective for power production Brief overview of nerve tissue---consuit terms
that will certainly help you with the strength of the neurosis! 1. Neuron is a fundamental functional unit 2. Pulses - created by diffusion of charged atoms. 3. Dendrites - get pulses 4. Axon - transmits pulses from 5. Axon coating: i. myelin is a phospholipid that isolates axons and accelerates momentum. ii. neurolemma - cellular Schwanna Schwanna 6. Ranvier nodes - periodic gaps
between successive Shwann cells. 7. Afferent - to the cell body, or to CNS 8. Efferent - away from the body of the cell, or away from the cnency 9. Parikaryon is the same as cell 10. Substance nissl - rough endoplasmic retina of nerve cell 11. Axoplasmic jet - the delivery of protein and other substances made in the body of cells in axon or axon terminal 12. Axon Hillock, where
axon joins the cell body; site where a new boost can start and travel down the axon 13. Acetylcholine is a neurotransmitter used to stimulate muscle cells on motor plate 14. The motor end of the plate where the axon meets the muscle fiber 15. Acetylcholinesterase is an enzyme that breaks down acetylcholine at the motor end of plate 16. Synaptic Cleft (synapse) - the space
between the axon terminal and any other structure (i.e. muscles, neurons, glands, organ, etc.) Length Tension Curve In the original experiment In human arousal Compression Connection is a physiological mechanism in which the electrical discharge on the muscles initiates chemical events on the surface of the cell, which lead to the release of the internal (Show Two
Overheads) Sequence of Events in Muscular Action See Page 330 Muscle Fiber Type Show Table 18-2 - Species Differences Neurone Movement Control Of a Person Common Sketch in the Book, and this lecture Structural organization for motor control of neuromuscular transmission Motor function block and activation Sensory input from the muscular activity of the Organization
of the neuromotor system of the CENTRAL National SNF - the brain and spinal cord PNS - nerves that transmit to and from the central nervous system of the brain - six main categories of medulla oblongs of the cerebellum cerebellum frontal lobe of the dark lobe of the occipital lobe of the occipital lobe the lobe of the brain stem - medulla and pons - midbrain medulla - serves as a
bridge between the two hemispheres of the cerebellum of the middle brain attached to the cerebellum; communication between pony and hemispheres of the brain reticular formation - part of the middle brain; integrates the incoming and outgoing messages of Cerebellum - two side hemispheres and a central vermis - very important in coordinating engine control - extremely large
in birds the functions of the cerebellum 1. postural adjustments 2. Movement 3. Maintaining Balance 4. perception of body speed and movement 5. Diencephalon's reflex movement includes: 1. hypothalamus - regulates from metabolism to degrees Celsius 2. thalamus - regulatory center 3. epithalamus - regulates cyclical rythyms 4. subthalamus - ??? Telenecephaloone includes:
1. two hemispheres of the cerebral cortex 2. striatum 3. Medullah 4. much of the limbic system of cortical cells specialized sensory and motor functions. Under each hemisphere of the brain - basal ganglia. Basal ganglia are closely related to the thalamus and plays an important role in controlling human movements. The limbic system is designed for emotional behavior. CNS-
Spinal Brain See drawing 19.3 abdominal and spinal horn core from interneurons, motor neurons and sensory neurons motor neurons are efferent (vental output; abdominal horn) sensory neurons are afferent (dorsal entrance; dorsal horn) Ascending nerve Tracts have three neurons: 1. in the spinal root of ganglia 2. in the spinal cord 3. in the thalamus, sensory receptors can feel
the following: 1. temperature 2. Pain 3. Light conscious 4. Sound 5. Smell 6. Taste 7. Touch 8. barorecpetors subliminally 9. hemoreceptors, descending nerve tracts, consist of: 1. pyramidal tracts - end with motor neurons (skeletal muscles); allow discrete movements 2. extrapyramid tracts - start with the brain stem and provide constant background activity for posture, etc.
reticular formation of arousal or wakefulness of the cerebral cortex of the extrapyramidal pathways Peripheral nervous system consists of 31 pairs of spinal nerves and 12 pairs of thoracic nerves. 8 cervical pairs 12 pectoral pairs 5 lumbar pairs 5 sacral pairs 1 copcigeal pair of cerebrosal nerve efferent or: 1. somatic (motor neurone) -always excitable -inner skeletal muscle 2.
vegetative-exciting or inhibitory -inner intestine, blood vessels, sweat and salivary glands, heart muscle and some endocrine glands - divided into two parts 1. Sympathetic Nervous System (SNS) 2. Parasympathetic Nervous System (PNS) Regions Medulla, Pons and Diencephalone control the autohethative nervous system (ANS): SNS fibers leave thorax and upper lumbar region
PNS fibers leave the brain stem and sacred regions Reflex Doug Show Figure 19.5 Nervous supply to the muscle motor unit - one motor neurone which he inerts with specific examples: finger muscles - 1:340 gastroconemius - 1:2000 Show figure 19.6 - anatomy of motor neuron 1. Neuron is a fundamental functional unit 2. Pulses - created by diffusion of charged atoms. 3.
Dendrites - get pulses 4. Axon - transmits pulses from 5. Axon coating: a. myelin - phospholipid, which isolates axons and accelerates the pulse. b. neurolemma is the cell membrane of Schwan's cells. 6. Ranvier nodes - periodic gaps between successive Shwann cells. 7. Afferent - to the cell body, or to CNS 8. Efferent - away from the body of the cell, or away from the cnency 9.
Parikaryon is the same as cell 10. Substance nissl - rough endoplasmic retina of nerve cell 11. Axoplasmic jet - the delivery of protein and other substances made in cells in axon or axon terminal 12. Axon Hillock, where axon joins the cell body; site where a new momentum can start and travel down axon 13. Acetylcholine is a neurotransmitter used to stimulate muscle cells on
motor plate 14. Motor end of the plate or neuromuscular denouement - where the axon meets the muscle fiber 15. Acetylcholinesterase is an enzyme that breaks down acetylcholine on the motor end of the plate at about 5ms after Ach is released 16. Synaptic cleft (synapse) - the space between the axon terminal and any other structure (i.e. muscles, neurons, glands, organ, etc.)
17. End of the Plate Potential - as a result of changes in the electrical properties of the post-synaptic membrane Two types of motor neurons: 1. type A (alpha) motor neurone (8-20 microns; very fast) 2. Gamma-Efferent Motor neurone (smaller and slower) Promotion (in neurons) Promotion (in neurons) EPSP- Excitement Postsynaptic Recreation Potential Membrane Potential (-
70 mv) Spatial vs. Temporary Summation Contributions in Strength Profit Show Figure 19.8 Disinhibition Decreased Sensitivity Motoneureuron Less Inhibitory Neurotransmitter can not occur in NMJ, because there are no neurotransmitters here. Inhibiting Inhibitory Post-Synthetic Potentials (IPSP) Neurotransmitter Unknown (GABA) Motor Unit Functional Characteristics Classified
by: 1. Twitch Characteristics 2. 3 characteristics tension. Fatigability Show Table 19.1 and Figure 19.9 What Is Everything or Not? Then how can we control the gradation of power? 1. - from motor units recruited (henneman size principle) Show figure 19.10 synchronously against asynchronous weightlifting shooting against running 2. frequency of discharge (20 - 100 Hz)
Neuromuscular fatigue 1. Cns may be related to glucose in the blood? 2. PNS 3. NMJ Cause unknown? (decrease of EMG) 4. Receptors of muscle fiber function in muscles, joints and tendons: Proprioceptors may feel the following: 1. stretch 2. Voltage 3. Pressure Muscle Spindle Stretch Initiate Stronger Struggle Nuclear Fiber Bag (2) Nuclear Fiber Chain (4-5) There are
annulospiral nerves attached gamma engine effervescent there floral spray endings Show Figure 19.12 Gol The Tendon Organs Show Figure 19.13 -sense of tension is not a length-reflex inhibition the ultimate function of the GTO is to protect the muscles and connective tissue use from injuries due to over-loading Pascinian Corpuscles 1. deep pressure 2. Rapid Adaptation of the
Endocrine System and Exercise Endocrine System Review of the Endocrine System Organization Nature Hormone Hormone-Targeted Factors of Cell Specificity, which determine the levels of resting hormones and the exercise of induced endocrine secrets Anterior hormones pituitary hormones pituitary growth hormone Tyropropine Corticotropin Prolactin Gonado tropical
hormones back pituitary hormones thyroid hormones adrenal adrenal adrenal medulla Hormones Adrenorocortic hormones Gonadal hormones Insulin Glucagon Other Glands and Hormones Exercise Training and Endocrine Function of the Anterior Hormones pituitary gland posterior pituitary gland pituitary gland Thyroid Hormones Pancreatic Hormones Resistance Hormones
Training and Endocrine Function of Opioid Peptides and Exercise Exercises, Infectious Diseases, Cancer, and Immune Response Upper Respiratory Tract Infections Exercise-Cancer Compounds - No question about the test #1 will come from these sections ! Endocrine System Review of the endocrine glands of the pituitary gland, thyroid gland, parathyroidism, adrenal glands,
pineal, thymus neuroendocrine glands of the endocrine system of the Endocrine System Endocrine System consists of the host organ (iron), the smallest quantities of chemical messengers (hormones), as well as the target or organ receptor. Endocrine glands have no ducts and are secreted directly into the extracellular spaces around the gland. Cm. Figure 20.2 Nature Hormone
Hormones Chemicals, synthesized by a specific host gland, are secreted in the blood, and carried throughout the body. a. Steroid hormones (cholesterol) b. peptide hormones (proteins) c. prostaglandins (arachidonic acid) d. erythropoietin (glycoprotein) Hormone-targeted cell specificity The main function of hormones is to change the indicators of specific cellular reactions of
specific target cells. 1. Change in the rate of intracellular protein synthesis 2. Change in the activity rate of enzymes 3. Changing the plasma membrane transport 4. Induction of the secretory activity of 10,000 receptors/cellular upregulation against downregulation is a cyclical AMP-response to many hormones Effects on enzymes 1. stimulate an increase in enzyme production 2.
alosteric modulation (increase or decrease) 3. Activate inactive forms of enzyme Factors that determine hormone levels pulsating the release of hormonal stimulation of humoral stimulation of hormones nervous reaction to exercise and physical preparation of the anterior hormones of the pituitary gland widespread influence (master gland?) growth hormone (somatotropin) 1.
Protein synthesis 2. Amino acid transport 3. EDUCATION RNA 4. activation of cellular ribosome GH release is proportional to the intensity of exercise (pulse rate and amplitude. Endogenous opiates release somatostatin, which inhibits the release of GH. See figure 20.5 Tyrotropin - also called thyroid hormone (TSH) 1. controls the number of hormones released from the thyroid
gland 2. growth and thyroid development 3. increase the metabolism of thyroid cells 4. TSH release increases with the exercise of the posterior hormones of the pituitary gland 1. growth of the hypothalamus 2. resembles nervous tissue 3. stores antidiuretic hormone (ADG) thyroid hormones 1. protein-iodine hormones thyroxine (T4) and triiodothyronine (T3) 2. It has a very
powerful effect on BMR 3. Can't be used to explain obesity 4. Low lethargy T4 5. Exercise causes a significant increase (probably due to KK) hormones released from the adrenal glands (just above each kidney) Medulla and Cortex Adrenal Medulla Hormones 1. catecholamines (epinephrine and norepinephrine) norepinephrine) SNS releases noradrenaline 3 lipolysis. Adrenal
medulla mainly secretes epinephrine 4. epinephrine is used for glycogenolis 5. how important it is for the distribution of blood flow and cardiac contraction 6. The release is based on the relative intensity of the exercises Ofnadal Hormones 1. Testosterone- increases in both men and women w / exercise 2. Estrogens (estradiol and progesterone) See Figure 20.10 Pancreatic
hormones come from the pancreas (14 cm and 60 g) The main function of insulin is to regulate glucose metabolism in all tissues except the brain. Without it, only traces of glucose can be transported to cells. Insulin 1. insulin release is determined by glucose in the blood 2. reduced release with catecholamine release in the exercise Diabetes 1. Type I 2. Type II (NIDDM) -exercise
and insulin treatment -exercise and prevention NIDDM-exercise benefits for NIDDM 1. Glycemic Control 2. Reducing the risk of cardiovascular disease 3. Weight loss 4. Psychological Profile 5. NIDDM Appearance Glucagon 1. Insulin antagonist: promotes glycogenolis and gluconeogenesis 2. Works through CAMP 3. Raised substantially late in exercise to combat hypoglycemia
Exercise Training and Endocrine Function in general, the magnitude of the hormonal response to standard exercise loads is reduced with endurance training. (similar to the same relative intensity of the anterior hormones of the pituitary gland (Skip it) thyroid hormone levels vary slightly with training, but this appears to be more associated with body fat. (similar at the same relative
intensity) Pancreatic hormones Less insulin is needed for the same glucose absorption when a person trains due to improved insulin sensitivity and less glucose needed by a trained person. Resistance Training and endocrine function of growth hormone, testosterone and somatomedines seem to exhibit the effects of hypertrophy more than any other factors. Opioid peptides and
exercises - lipotrophin - endorphin dinorfin (most powerful) pulmonary structure and surface area of function and gas exchange Anatomy of ventilation ventilation - exchange of gases in the nose and mouth - trachea - filter, warm and moisten the air before it reaches the lungs - large tubes that serve as the main channels for each lung bronchiol - a winding and narrow route that
ends in the alveolar ducts of the alveoli - microscopic (many make up the alveolar duct) -- the main function of the gas replacement to move oxygen into the venous blood from the inspired air of the dioxide move From venous blood to expired air volume 4-6 liters (air to basketball) surface volume is huge 50-100 square meters change transit time with rest exercise exercises but
not so much that it can not be saturated O2 Alveoli 300 million of them (.3 mm in diameter) has the greatest blood supply of any tissue in the pores of The Cohn's body - allow gassing between the neighboring alveoli 250 ml O2 to enter the blood flow every minute at rest 200ml CO2 dissipates in the opposite direction it can increase by 25 times during heavy endurance exercise
athlete Ventilation Mechanics See Figure 12.3 holding area - also referred to as Fick's Dead Breathing Area Law- the rate of gas transmission through a sheet of tissue proportional to the area of the tissue, constant diffusion, and the difference between the pressure of the gas on each side of the membrane and inversely proportional to the thickness of the tissue Inspiration and
exhalation- depends on the thoracic cavity and the muscular action of Inspiration 1. Aperture - muscular dome (moves up to 10 cm) 2. Intrapulmonic pressure - pressure in the lungs 3. Ribs and stubble - scale and external inter-bank expirations 1. mostly passive 2. Heavy exercise - Internal interscier muscles and abdominal muscles Valsalva Maneuver 1. allows the stabilization of
the chest and abdomen during lift 2. glottis closes (small part of the larynx) 3. increases intra-and-actoral pressure level 4. amplifies the action of the muscles attached to the chest 5. Patients with heart disease should refrain from the hard work of the lungs Volumes and the possibilities of lung volumes vary depending on: 1. age 2. Sex 3. Body size 4. The growth of static volumes
of light Tidal volume - during exercise significantly increases the forced life capacity 1. up to 8.1 litres in tall athletes 2. has not changed to any great extent with the training residual volume of the lung 1. changes with age due to elasticity 2. can be measured using helium and O2 dilution techniques 3. depends on an acute attack of short-term or long-term exercise due to: a.
closing of small peripheral airways b. accumulation of pulmonary extrasudic fluid c. unknown? Dynamic lung volumes depend on: 1. vitality (maximum stroke volume) 2. FEV/FVC breathing rate - forced expiring volume/forced life capacity 1. FVC, which can expire in 1.0 seconds 2. indicates resistance to breathing Maximum voluntary ventilation 1. Breathing fast and deep for 15
seconds 2. extrapolate for one minute 3. 25% higher than during maximum exercise 4. 140-180 l/min for men; 80-120 l/min for women 5. At as high as 239 l/min in some athletes light function, workout and exercise performance Why not all athletes adapt? Swimming and diving No link between lung capacity and VO2 max. Although fatigue in strenuous exercise is often associated
with feeling breathless or It seems that the normal ability for pulmonary ventilation does not limit performance. Training benefits for ventilated endurance: 1. inspiratory inspiratory fatigue usually occurs with a high intensity 2. Adaptation training allows high levels of submax exercise and asthma to affect about 12 million Americans, most of whom are children with No Immunity with
Exercise Characterized: 1. Pulmonary Respiratory Hyperirrhity 2. bronchial spasm 3. swelling 4. 5 secretion mucus. chest tightness, cough, wheezing, shortness of breath Exercise is a powerful stimulus to brochoconstriction Exercise induced by the bronchospasm environment 1. Humidity 2. Temperature 3. Swimming is well tolerated by asthmatics a. Temperature is usually warm
b. moist air c. high catecholamines with upper body exercise 4. you can also use brow relaxers or anti-inflammatory agents Postexercise cough due to loss of respiratory water (usually softened quickly) pulmonary ventilation minutes ventilation at rest : 12 breaths / minute tidal volume 500 ml (.5 liters) per Breathing Minute ventilation (VE) ) (.5) 6 litres/minute normal young people
during strenuous exercise: 40 breaths/minute tidal volume 2500 ml (2.5 liters) Minute ventilation (VE) litres / minute Well-trained endurance athlete of great height: 60-70 breaths / minute tidal volume 3000 ml (3 liters) Minute ventilation (VE) Ventilation alveolar ventilation not - minute ventilation due to non-non-500 ml of conductive passages (anatomical dead spaces) enters the
alveoli from a tidal volume of 350 ml. This fresh air 350 ml is about 15% of the total air of the alveoli : guarantees, that the alveolar composition of the air due not to drastically change , который обеспечивает консистенцию в артериальных газах крови Глубокое дыхание обеспечивает более эффективную альвеолярную вентиляцию, чем аналогичная вентиляция
достигается только за счет увеличения скорости дыхания Физиологическое мертвое пространство вентиляции-перфузии соотношение - альвеолярная вентиляция / легочный кровоток (4,2 л / 5,0 л . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . коэффициент вентиляции перфузии может достигать более 5,0 любой части альвеолярного объема с плохой вентиляционной перфузией является физиологическим мертвым пространством, как правило, только существенным с состоянием заболевания Скорость против глубины может увеличить как для получения
большей альвеолярной вентиляции с умеренными физическими упражнениями, хорошо обученные люди увеличивают глубину больше, чем скорость это в значительной степени из-за использования более inspiratory объем резерва около 60% от общей жизненно важной мощности альвеолярной increases with the breathing rate key to breath in a way that
seems the most natural gas Exchange and transport Ambient Air 20.93% oxygen 79.04% nitrogen 0.03% carbon dioxide Air pressure depends on the speed when moving molecules; thus demonstrating the pressure on any surface with which they contact at sea level: pressure can lift a column of mercury column 760 mm of mercury column, so the sea level pressure is 760
mmHg. Art. and partial pressure of respired gases partial pressure - part of all ambient pressure that when applied from a certain gas pressure Partial - % concentration x Total pressure of the gas mixture Ambient air partial pressure Tracheal air-water vapor accounts for 47 mmHg from the full 760 mmHg - this leaves 713 mmHg for other gases -O2 partial pressure drops to about
149 mmHg. Art in the alveolar air trachea - alveolar air dissipates O2 into the bloodstream and absorbs CO2 from the blood - represent the pressure of gases on the alveolar capillary membrane The movement of gas in the air and the liquid Henry Law-states that two factors determine the amount of gas that dissolves in the liquid: 1. Pressure Differential 2. The soluble of gas in
liquid pressure - gases always go from high to low pressure Solubility - some gases dissolve in liquid much more easily than others - CO2 solubility is much greater (25x) than O2 Gas Exchange in lungs and tissues - the exchange of gases between the lungs and blood, as well as their movement at the tissue level, is entirely associated with the passive process of diffusion. Figure
13.2 Gas exchange in the lungs - pressure gradient for O2 in the lungs is from 100 mmHg. Art. up to 40 mm Hg. Art. - the pressure gradient on CO2 is much smaller at 6 mmHg. Art, but the gas is much more soluble - in 0.25 seconds, or 1/3 of the transit time, the gases in the alveoli can reach equilibrium with capillaries - hence, arterial blood is at 100 mmHg. Art and 40 mm Hg.
PO2 is about 40 mm Hg. PCO2 is about 46 mmHg. Art. (alone) - during heavy exercise PO2 can reach 0 mmHg. PCO2 can reach 90 mmHg. Art. - Pons and medullary centers of the brain stem feel PCO2 levels and correct the breath of oxygen oxygen transport in the blood - two methods 1. in a physical solution dissolves in the liquid part of the blood 2. in free combination with
hemoglobin, iron-protein compound in RBC Oxygen in solution - a small amount of oxygen found in plasma, plays an important role in the loading of hemoglobin into the lungs and the subsequent release of oxygen in the tissues of Oxygen in combination with hemoglobin - 280 million hemoglobin molecules overflowed in each of the bodies of 25 trillion red blood cells There are
four iron atoms in the hemoglobin molecule: Hb4 and 4O2 creates Hb4O8 Oxygenation hemoglobin to oxygen. Men: 15-16g Hb /100ml woman's blood: 14g Hb /100ml blood 1.34ml O2/g Hb (15g Hb /100ml) x (1 1.34 ml O2 /g Hb) O2 /100 ml blood anemia PO2 and hemoglobin saturation -exhibits collaboration See drawing 13.4 PO2 in the lungs - it's about 100 mmHg. Art and
haemoglobin leaving the lungs is about 98% saturated - little or all the benefit for breathing 100% O2 See 13.5 PO2 in tissues - arterio-venous oxygen difference (difference a-v O2) - 4-5 ml O2 / 100 ml of blood alone - during strenuous exercise can reach 15 ml O2 / 100 ml of blood Effect Bora - any increase in acidity, Temperature, or concentration or carbon dioxide causes the
dissociation curve to shift down and right Red Blood Cell 2.3 DPG - 2.3 difosfoglycerate produced in RBC - competes with hemoglobin for O2 - helps deliver O2 to cells in tissues - can be increased with exercise - higher in women and can compensate for a lower gemoglobin, Oxygen muscle shop - another globous protein: skeletal and heart muscles - appears red in the muscles
- probably increased with training, but not examined in humans MB O2 creates MbO2 Oxygen released at low pressure - when cellular PO2 drops Mb eases O2 mitochondria - especially true when PO2 drops to less than 5mmHg. Art. - No Bohr Effect Transport Carbon Dioxide Carbon Dioxide in The Blood See Figure 13.6 - 5% co2 formed during the energy metabolism in the
solution - this small amount determines PCO2 in the blood Carbon Dioxide Transport, Both Bicarbonate CO2 and H2O creates H2CO3 In tissues: CO2 and H2O creates H2CO3, which can create H' HCO3- a chloride shift - allowing bicarbonate ion to leave RBC and be replaced with chloride; keeps the chloride content in venous blood higher than arterial blood - 60-80% of CO2
exists as plasma bicarbonate in the lungs: H' HCO3- creates H2CO3, which creates CO2 and H2O carbon dioxide transport, like carbaminino compounds -in tissues, CO2 reacts with the amino acid part of blood proteins to form a compound of carbamino (especially true for the globin part of hemoglobin) CO2 and HbNH creates HbNHCOOH - high PO2 in the lungs drives this
reaction to CO2 - this is called Haldane effect cardiovascular oxygen transport system in combination with the muscle ability to produce ATP (aerobic), determines the maximum The cardiovascular system's 100,000-mile blood vessel level in our body Looks at drawing 15.1 60% of blood in the shallow vessels of the Heart alone, pumps 1,400 gallons daily of myocardial - the heart
muscle, with all cells connected; so when one cell is stimulated they are all stimulated See figure 15.2 1. receives deoxygenic blood from the body 2. pumps blood into the lungs through pulmonary circulation 3. receives oxygenated blood from the lungs 4. pumps oxygenated blood to the body through the systemic circulation of the intermediate septum - separates the sides of the
heart of the atrioventricular valve - on the right side between the atrium and the ventricular mitral valve - on the left side between the atrium and ventricular (atrioventricular and mitral valves are called tricuspid and bicuspid valves respectively) Shrinking Arterial System See Vessel Wall Drawing High Pressure Vessels That Conduct O2 in Tissue Elastic Arteries (e.g.: Aorta)
Arterioles - Pressure Control and Blood Flow Windkessel Effect and Blood Pressure Blood Pressure - Heart Output x Total Peripheral Resistance of Sistorol and Diastole See Figure 15 .4 Si capital and diastolic blood pressure - assessment of heart function and peripheral resistance respectively Average blood pressure - DBP - .333 (SBP - DBP) Capillaries 0.01 mm in diameter
and contain about 5% of the total blood volume some allow only one blood cell at a time, 2000 - 3000 capillaries /mm2 in skeletal muscles precapillary sphincter - allows you to control the blood flow vein veins veins of small veins that collect blood from the lid eventually the vixillas feed on the largest veins (lower and superior vein kava) scattering of blood pressure and thin walls
of valve veins in the veins - to one side the flow of the venous system contains 65% of all blood and therefore serves as a reservoir of blood varicose veins - loss of loss of the venous system one way of flow due to weakened valves phlebitis - severe varicose veins that become inflamed and can degenerate hypertension hardened arteries, nervous tension, or kidney failure can all
contribute to high blood pressure 50 million Americans have blood pressure in the border area of hypertension can lead to heart failure, myocardial infarction, or stoke exercise and diet can change blood pressure more effectively than drug treatment (treatment addiction side effects) Effects of regular exercise has a certain effect even a modest effect even a modest effect can



alleviate the state's disease at least two actions can spread this response: 1. altered kidney function (removes excess sodium) in one study, aerobic fit individuals with hypertension were 60% lower level Mortality than their unsuitable normal peers blood pressure and exercise Static and Dynamic Resistance Exercise -blood pressure rises sharply with concentric uplift due to
increased peripheral resistance proportional to intensity and muscle mass dialed See Figure 15.8 Chronic Effects of Resistance Exercise Some Studies Have Shown Lower Blood Pressure Rest After Resistance Training Regimes Reduces Blood Pressure Response to The Same Electrical Steady-Rate Exercise Exercise Allows for Greater Dilation of Blood Vessels and Lower
General Peripheral Resistance Increase Venous Return Through Muscle Pumps Graded Exercise See Figure 15.9 Blood Pressure in Upper Body Exercise Higher Blood Pressure With Hands On the same relative % VO2 max less muscle mass and hand vessels offer greater resistance to blood flow than large muscle mass and blood vessels with cardiovascular disease therapy
avoid activity activities In recovery, the hypotensive reaction can last up to 12 hours in recovery from low to moderate-intensity exercise the blood remains on the periphery, rather than returning to the central blood pool Inversion Inversion beneficial effects have not been studied widely harmful effect of high blood pressure can counteract any possible benefit of heart blood supply
coronary circulation See figure 15.10 right and left coronary artery branch From the aorta just above the aortic semi-moon valve each branch is subdivided and delivers the right and left sides of the heart respectively the left ventricle blood supply comes out through the coronary sinus of the right ventricle the blood supply coming out through the anterior heart veins, which are
empty in the right atrium of Miocard's oxygen use at rest, the use of myocardial oxygen is high in relation to its blood flow 200 - 250 ml / minute alone (5% of total production) 70 -80% of oxygen is extracted therefore , increased requirements for myocardials are matched with an increase in the blood flow of myocardial enlarged coronary vessels to: 1. hypoxia 2. adenosine 3.
hormones 2.5 x more with diastole than during systolic angina - chest pain due to lack of blood clot - myocardial infarction - cell death due to ischemia Pressure Rate product: Myocardial Evaluation Work is calculated as The peak of the systolic BP brachial artery multiplied by the heart rate of RPP and is directly related to myocardial oxygen consumption is widely used in physical
studies of cardiovascular disease of myocardial patients Metabolism almost entirely relies on the aerobic mechanisms of the heart scavenger in terms of fuel, which can be used by cardiovascular regulation and vascular integration has a much larger capacity, than the volume of blood 5% to the skin during rest : 20% to the skin during exercise in a hot humid environment Internal
regulation of heart rate autoorthycity (70-90 bpm) S.A. node (spontaneous depolarization) otherwise known as pacemaker Watch Conductivity Figure Heart Electrical Activity S.A. The A.V. knot and through the Bachmann beam left atria A.V. knot A.V. bundle (the slowest part of the conductivity system) A.V. Bundle is also called The Beam of His Spreads on The Fiber Purkinje
That penetrate into the left and right ventricles ECG-Electrocardiogram graphic record of the electrical activity of the heart See drawing 16.2 P waves - is the depolarization of the RS wave atria represents the depolarization of the wave - represents the repolarization of the ventricular rest period or fire-resistant period - allows ventricles to fill during the filling phase of the heart
cycle External Regulation of the heart and circulation of external controls blows/min up to more than 200 strokes / min See drawing of 16.3 cardiovascular control center in ventrolateral medulla (directions) Sympathetic and Parsympathic neural input, Imposed on the innate heart rhythm Sympathetic effect of the release of cardio-axletonors or catecholamines (epinephrine and
norepinephrine) causes the acceleration of the heart rhythm called tachycardia and an increase in myocardial contraction of myocardial contractity - increases the amount of blood ejected from the heart with each blow max sympathetic activity doubles the stomach epinephine contracting from the adrenal glands have the same response but the action is much slower sympathetic
stimulation effects of blood supply throughout the body: 1. norradineline is a common vasoc photographic and is released from adrenagic nerve fibers 2. acetylcholine is released from other sympathetic neurons called cholinergic fibers in the heart and skeletal muscles; This common vasodilator tone refers to the constant adnenergic stimulation of some vessels of the
Parasympathetic Effect of parasympathetic neurons release acetylcholine, which slows down the rate of sinus discharge to slow down the heart's slowing down called bradycardia (it is mediated through a couple of vagus nerves that occur in the cardio-insibitatory area of medulla) Training Effects of training creates greater dominance of parasympathetic depressor neurons can
also cause a decrease in the inherent heart rhythm as a cause of resting bradycardia Entrance from the upper centers: Central Command who send messages to the active musculature, also send messages to medulla it is called feed forward or central command and is active during the foreseeable period, and during the training battle of the Central Command is the greatest
control over the heart rate during the implementation of the pre-emptive response mediated as parasympathetic and sympathetic neural activity Peripheral entrance of the cardiovascular center influence of blood vessels , суставов и мышц, когда рефлекторный нервный вход от активной мышцы это называется упражнение-пресс рефлекс рефлекторные реакции из
кровеносных сосудов от барорецепторов в аорте и сонной синусовой сонной артерии Палпация сильное внешнее давление на сонной артерии у некоторых лиц вызывает замедление сердечного ритма это связано с прямой стимуляцией барорецептора, потому что этот метод часто используется для регулирования интенсивности. It can cause problems with:
1. workout exercise 2. Rehabilitation of cardiac patients Distribution of physical blood factors affecting the physical laws of blood flow is true only in a qualitative sense (not rigid cylindrical tubes and homogeneous fluid) 1. The volume of flow in any vessel is directly proportional to the pressure gradient between the two ends And not not absolute pressure inside vessel 2. The
volume of flow in any vessel back is associated with the resistance faced by the flow of Poiseuille's Law Flow - the pressure gradient x vascular radius x vessel length x speed Effect Exercise a large transition from the venous distribution of blood to the arterial side (especially the working musculature) renal blood flow, which is usually 20% of cardiac production at rest can reduce
itself to 1% of heart production during exercise Local factors alone 1:30-40 capillaries discovered in the muscular opening of dormant capillaries allows: 1. increase of muscle blood flow 2. More blood volume w/ very little increase in speed 3. Increased effective surface for exchange between blood and muscle fibers regional blood flow is controlled: 1. reduction of tissue O2
nutrition 2. Temperature 3. carbon dioxide 4. Acidity 5. adenosine 6. magnesium and potassium 7. nitric oxide (from vascular endothelial) Complex response in exercise 1. Central Command forward early 2. regional blood flow varies with intensity 3. reflex feedback from several mechanical and chemical receptors 4. local metabolic factors act directly for vasodilation 5. vascularity
in less active tissues 6. vasoconstricting veins, to increase the venous return of Exercise after cardiac transplantation: Sluggish blood reaction orthopedic transplantation - cardiac transplantation of the myocardial nerve inertia eliminates survival and complications are not very strongly reduced the possibility of exercise increased heart rate seriously limited by pain response with
coronary heart disease Functional capabilities of the cardiovascular system or in the literature The Measurement of The Heart Output of three common methods of assessing cardiac output in humans: 1. Direct Fick Method 2. Indicator dilution technique 3. CO2 rebreathing technique Direct Fick Method Fick Equation: Heart Output No O2 Consumption / A-vO2 Difference x 100
Average person at rest: 250 ml O2 / 5 ml O2 x 100 and 5000 ml of blood However this method is not very practical: 1. Blood sampling from the artery can be traumatic 2. Taking blood from the vein should be the main mixing of the vein or perhaps the right atria 3. Invasive nature can change hemodynamics See figure 17.1 The method of dilution indicator known amount of dye
indicator is injected into the vein (indocyanin green is an example) cardiac output - the amount of dye injected / avg - dye in the blood x duration of the curve /duration of the CO2 Rebreathing method can use the replacement of carbon dioxide in the equation Fick to use the open chain non-invasive or bloodless requires breath analysis of CO2 after venous and arterial carbon
dioxide, cardiac cardiac Calculated as: Cardiac Output - Carbon dioxide/v-a CO2 difference x 100 has many advantages: 1. No close medical supervision is needed 2. Non-invasive limited to sustainable exercise (difficult for maximum measurements) Heart output 5 litre cardiac output is average for unprepared and trained individuals alone unprepared men: 5000 ml (70 beats/min)
x (71 Mlm/bit) unprepared women: approximately 25% lower than SV and CO trained men: 5000 ml (50 beats/min) x (100 ml/ beat) of trained women: much higher than untrained men, But below, Than trained male cardiac output during exercise great rapid growth with exercise, and then slower growth until the plateau reaches sedentary college age men can climb to 20-22 L/min
world-class athletes have heart outputs up to 35-40 l/min endurance athlete reaches a large maximum cardiac output solely as a result of a large amount of stroke One skier had a heart output of 210 ml /beat stroke volume in exercise : Learning Effects See Figure 17.2 1. The athlete's endurance heart is more than 2. the greatest increase in ER occurs when moving from rest to
moderate exercise 3. max SV reached at about 50% of VO2 max 4. Unprepared SV increases very little from rest to exercise, so much of the increase is from increasing HR 5. Trained person increases CO by increasing both HR and SV Most differences in VO2 max are explained by SV Stroke Volume: Systolic Emptying vs. Diastolic Filling Two Mechanism 1. myocardium 2.
Neurohormonal Effect Improved Diastolic Filling (preset) 1. increase of venous return 2. the slowing of the heart increased EDV causes more SV Frank-Starling Mechanism or Starling Law of the Heart with a large stretch on the myocardial, there is a greater force reduction, probably due to the more optimal location of the sarcoma myophiliaments, certainly depends on the
position of the body of the Great Systolic Empty Heart contains functional residual volume, which is used when the heart contracts more decisively and reduces ESV it is probably mediated catecholamines Training effects of the enlarged ventricular chamber more compatible left ventricle possible expansion of myocardial contract rate during exercise: Learning Effects can reduce
12-15 beats /min in the same submax exercise See drawing figure 17.3 linear relationships, but the slopes are significantly different with 2 months of training - the difference has been significantly reduced The distribution of cardiac demand output from muscles can change the blood on the kidneys, digestive organs, and the blood flow of the skin on vacation and during the
workout See figure 17.4 significant reduction in blood flow to the digestive can be tolerated for over 1 hour Blood flow to the heart and brain some tissues cannot compromise their blood supply and the heart and brain increase their blood supply exercise cardiac output and oxygen transport on rest and during training 5 liters of blood / min alone 200 ml O2/ litre of blood alone;
Therefore: 1 litre of O2 delivered every minute during rest only 250 ml of O2 used every minute alone 750 ml O2 are a reserve that can be released immediately on demand tissues 16 liters of blood / min during heavy exercise 200 ml O2/ litre of blood during exercise; so 3.2 litres of oxygen is delivered every minute during heavy exercise (75-90% of them used) The close
association between maximum cardiac output and VO2 max 5-6 liters of blood and 1 liter of oxygen absorption ratio remains the same in a wide range of exercises preadolescents and endurance athletes both have Women's high levels of cardiac production and oxygen consumption have 5-10% more cardiac production at any level of submaximal oxygen absorption due to 10%
lower hemoglobin training and Submaximal cardiac output submaxsimal cardiac output will decrease with training if the exercise is performed at the same level of VO2 as a result: See. Figure 17.6 1. more efficient distribution of cardiac output 2. increased muscle ability to generate ATP from O2 Oxygen Extraction: A-V O2 Difference cannot rely solely on increased blood supply to
increase the absorption of O2 two mechanisms: 1. increase cardiac output 2. расширить A-V O2 разница Максимальное поглощение O2 (макс CO) x (макс A-V O2 разница) A-V O2 Разница в отдыхе и во время упражнения 5 мл O2 / 100 мл крови во время отдыха 15 мл O 2 / 100 мл крови для малоподвижного человека во время максимальных упражнений 17 мл
O2 / 100 мл крови после 55 дней обучения не больше с годами обучения даже с пациентами с сердечными заболеваниями, которые не могут существенно увеличить сердечный выброс, увеличение A-V O2 разница позволяет пациентам осуществлять на более высоких уровнях Факторы, которые влияют на A-V O2 Разница в упражнениях перенаправление
центральной циркуляции усиливается с обучением капилляров к соотношению мышечных волокон увеличивается с обучением увеличенных митохондрий и увеличение митохондриальной плотности сердечно-сосудистой корректировки верхней части тела Упражнение Максимальное поглощение кислорода меньше мышечной массы приводит к снижению
максимального поглощения O2 , pulse and pulmonary ventilation Submaximal oxygen absorption more oxygen absorption at the same power with upper body exercises due to lower mechanical efficiency (additional cost of static muscle contractions) See figure 17.8 Physiological response to the same submaxymic level of VO2, upper body exercise leads to higher heart rate,
pulmonary ventilation and perception of the effort due to greater athlete moderate increase in heart size with endurance training fundamental biological adaptation to increase workload 25% more heart volume due to the increase in the size of the heart chamber it is difficult to separate the genetic difference difference The change from endurance training book claims the detraining
effect causes a lower heart weight of various cardiac hypertrophy than seen with CVD Specific Nature Learning Hypertrophy Echocardiography uses sound waves to map the size of the myocardium itself and the size of its chambers mass and volume sizes vary significantly with specific types of training 1. Endurance training - increase of the ventricular cavity w / normal thickness
of the wall 2. Resistance Training - Increased ventilation mass and wall thickness There is no conclusive evidence that a normal heart can be damaged by specific forms of difficult training exercises. Functional against pathological hypertrophy during exercise there is a regenerative time as opposed to a sustained high load of the heart with pathological exercise conditions induced
hypertrophy does not lead to weakening of the left ventricle Other exercise Adaptation 1. increase in coronary blood flow 2. increased vascularization of myocardium 3. increase in mitochondrial mass 4. increased concentration of respiratory enzymes 5. can provide protection of degenerative heart disease Measuring human energy expenditure Methods measuring the body's heat
production several different methods classified as direct or indirect calorie content Direct caloriemetrics produced by human heat can be defined by a direct calorie similar to the one used to determine the energy content of food Atwater and Rosa (1890s) - associated with energy input into energy costs in the human body and demonstrated the preservation of energy subjects can
live on, Have sleep and exercise on the bike ergometer: The experiments lasted from a few hours to 13 days of exercise lasted as long as 16 hours or energy consumption up to 10,000 cal sealed, heat-insulation chambers (calories) was manned by 24 hours/day heat absorbed by the flow of cold water flowing at a constant rate through large copper coils changing the temperature
of the water measured with a microscope set to a thermometer to prove the theory but not practical to study most sports indirect calorimetry all energy-saving reactions in the body ultimately depend on the use of oxygen studies using a calorimeter bomb showed that approximately 4.82 kcal is released when a mixture of carbohydrates, lipid, and protein burned in one liter of
oxygen indirect calorimetry can be applied through a closed circuit or open circuit of closed spirotry used in hospitals and other laboratory conditions to assess the rest of the energy dispositre object breathes from a pre-filled container, or spiroometer, 100% oxygen is called a closed system, because the subject is a gas rebrea. The spiralometer of carbon dioxide absorbed by the
lime soda is not enough for measures during exercise: 1. too much resistance in the chain to a large volume of breath 2. rate of CO2 removal with soda lime lime Inadequate Open-Circuit Spirometry is relatively simple, no rebreat from a closed circuit inhales the surrounding air with the constant composition of exhaled air contains more carbon dioxide and less oxygen three
common methods of indirect calorie ammetry are: 1. portable spirometry 2. Bag of machinery 3. Computerized portable spirometry devices were originally used to estimate energy costs in order to ensure fair food rationing for people working industrial jobs in Germany during World War II a unit weighs about 3kg and is usually worn on the back through a two-dimensional breathing
valve, the surrounding air is inspired, and overdue air passes through the gas meter, which measures the total amount of overdue air and collects a small sample of gas in a 100-ml bottle rubber bag bag is later analyzed for the content of the large degree of freedom of movement disadvantage is that the apparatus is bulky during vigorous activity Bag Technique includes special
headgear with two-way, high speed, low-resistant breathing valve of ambient air inhaled through one side of the valve while overdue air is sent to the other side air , Douglas bags, or rubber weather balloons Computerized computer devices computer interacts with at least three tools: 1. system permanently sample the subject expired Air 2. a flow counter or a turbine device to
record the volume of air breathed 3. Oxygen and carbon dioxide analyzers to measure the fractional composition of an overdue gas mixture, advanced systems allow automated measures: 1. blood pressure 2. Pulse 3. temperature monitors and computerized programs allow: 1. speed regulation 2. 3. The workload now has wireless telemetry data collection to collect data in vivo
huge advantages in terms of operational simplicity and rapid data analysis huge flaws in terms of relatively high cost of equipment and system breakdowns even with high-tech equipment, accuracy limited by frequency and accuracy of calibration Direct vs. indirect calorometry the two methods proved extremely similar in data, Collected differences over 40 days in three men
summed up the equivalent of one life savior (10 kcal) Respiratory coefficient (RS) of the different amount of oxygen needed to oxidize fully fat, carbohydrate and protein respiratory factor - CO2 is produced /O2 consumed usefully in determining the mixture of fuel used for energy during rest and during exercise of RH for carbohydrates when carbohydrates are fully oxidized, the
same CO2 is produced by molecules consumed by C6H12O6 and 6 O2 creates CO2 and 6 H2O R, 6 CO2/6 O2 and 1.00 RH for Lipid with typical fatty acids such as palmitat, 16 carbon dioxide molecules produced for every 23 O2 molecules consumed 23 O2 creates 16 CO2 and 16 H2O RS 16 CO2/ 23 O2 - .696 RH for protein Sample protein for albumin oxidation:
C72H112N2O22S No 77 O2 creates 63 CO2 No 38 H2O - SO3 - 9 CO (NH2)2 RH 63 CO2 / 77 O2 - .818 Nonprotein R, Gross Metabolic RH, calculated without urinary and other nitrogen measures, introduces only a minimum margin of error, because the protein's contribution to energy metabolism is relatively small, how much food has been metabolized for energy? Cm. Table
8.1 The last two columns of RH for a mixed diet respiratory factor during rest and moderate exercise almost always reflect a mixture of metabolic fuels, The used Respiratory Exchange Ratio is calculated in the same way as RH, but the RR suggests that the exchange of gases in the lungs reflects the actual exchange of gas from catabolism of nutrients in RER or R cells will reflect
an excess elimination of carbon dioxide: 1. during hyperventilation (breathing reaction disproportionate to metabolic requirements) 2. can also occur when excess lactate is buffered in the blood in cases such as this; RER can exceed 1.00 human energy costs during rest and physical activity Overall daily energy expenditure (TDEE) depends on three factors: see Figure 9.1 1.
Metabolism rate (includes basal and sleeping conditions plus added metabolic value of arousal) 2. The thermogenic effect of food is consumed 3. The energy expended during physical activity and recovery Energy expenditure on rest Basal metabolic level of minimum energy level required to maintain vital bodily functions in a state of wakefulness reflects the body's heat production
and is determined indirectly by measuring oxygen consumption food not eaten for 12 hours before physical activity testing is also limited to testing ranges of 160-290 ml O2/min and is most dependent on body muscle mass but is tested less stringently measured 3-4 hours after a light meal for the average person, RMR accounts for about 60-75% TDEE while thermic feeding
effects make up about 10% of physical activity accounted for about 15-3 0% of the average RMR metabolism in the metabolism of rest energy is often proportional to the body surface has become a common practice to express energy consumption relative to the surface area of body weight.75 - Basal Metabolic Metabolism Rate (Watts) many studies have shown that indexing
RMR to lean body mass (or FF body mass) provides the best BMR method, usually 5-10% lower in women than in men due to slightly more average BMR fat decreases 2-3% / decade due to loss of muscle mass in one study of older men and women, an 8% increase in leisure metabolism was noted after the program of heavy resistance trainin regular and resistance training can
compensate for a decrease in leisure rest metabolism Seen with Aging Assessment of Daily Energy Expenditure Of Fat-Free Body Masses relatively easy and very accurate estimate RDEE See Table 9.1 RDEE No 370 21.6 (FFM, kg) alone, your brain and all your skeletal muscles combined both consume roughly the same amount of energy factors that affect energy costs
Important factors that affect a person's TDEE include : 1. Physical activity 2. induced by the thermogenesis diet 3. Climate 4. Pregnancy and lactation Physical activity has the deepest impact on human energy expenditure elite athletes can double their daily expenses with 3 or 4 hours of hard exercise during sustained exercise, the athlete can maintain metabolic rate up to 10 times
the rest value of Dietary induced Thermogenesis has two components: 1. mandatory thermogenesis- because of energy requiring digestion processes, absorption and absorption of nutrients. The faculty thermogenesis- due to the activation of the sympathetic nervous system reaches a maximum of about 1 hour after meals can vary from 10 to 30% of ingested food energy
depending on the type of food eaten (protein is high) studies show that people who have poor weight control often have a blunt response to food, which can contribute to the accumulation of excess fat in the body of very well-trained individuals also have a smaller amount of diet-induced thermogenesis calorgenic effect of food on exercise metabolism study : when the exercise
was performed after eating 1000 or 3000 kcal, energy consumption was greater compared to exercising without pre-meal the calorie effect of the food was almost twice the effect in the rest of the time, so exercise increases diet-induced thermogenesis wisely to encourage moderate exercise after meals to increase energy expenditure and control weight gain Climate rest
metabolism of people in tropical climates usually 5-20% higher than their counterparts living in more temperate areas, in addition, exercise in heat uses a little more energy than exercise in the cold due to: 1. elevated core temperature 2. energy needed for the activity of sweat glands 3. Altered circulatory dynamics cold environment can increase the energy consumption of rest, if
the tremor is induced in some cases, the tremor can increase the energy consumption of rest by two or three times Pregnancy See Table 9.3 increase - women participating in exercise, sports and professions including those in military and public safety increase in heart rate and oxygen consumption with weight gain during pregnancy, while the z has not changed during weight
support such as the bicycle ergometer, other than weight gain, no other abnormalities have been seen during pregnancy of the mother of hyperventilation attributed to the direct stimulant effect of the effect and was suggested increased sensitivity to CO2 Effects of exercise on the hypothetical risks of the fetus to jeopardize fetal health: 1. decreased placental blood flow and fetal
hypoxia 2. fetal hyperthermia 3. reduced fetal glucose supply studies have shown that under normal conditions, active maternal exercises are well tolerated by the condition of the fetus currently opinions thirty to 40 minutes of moderate aerobic exercise during uncomplicated pregnancy do not compromise the mother or fetus (to paraphrase) exercise to be carried out in
moderation, especially if the pregnancy is compromised to any degree late in pregnancy, There is some concern about hypoglycemia hyperthermia causing some concern as elevated core temperature may cause a neural tube defect during the first trimester in warm weather, pregnant women should exercise at cooler parts of the day and for shorter intervals while maintaining
regular fluid intake water exercises serves as the ideal form or maternal classification of exercise Classification of physical activity by intensity and duration of energy are two very important factors Determining the complexity of a particular task, several classification systems have been used to assess the complexity of the activity: 1. PAR (physical activity factor) a. Easy work (3 x
rest requirement) b. hard work (6-8 x rest requirement) c. maximum work (9 x rest requirement) 2. Met - Multiple-recreational metabolic rate See Table 9.4 Daily Energy Expenditure Rates The average man aged 23-50 in the U.S. spends about 2,700-3,000 kcal/day women of the same age spending between 2000 and 2,100 kcal per day about 75% of the U.S. average. Citizen's
Day is an easy effect of spending body weight the cost of energy specific exercise, usually higher for heavy people, especially carrying exercises during weight exercises such as cycling, the effect of body weight on calorie expenditure is very minimal (5%) Using a heart rate to estimate energy costs for each person, the pulse and absorption of oxygen are very linear, if a person is
aware of their relationship, the rate of heart rate can be used to estimate the absorption of oxygen notification slopes different for each person; So one ratio can't be used for multiple people relationships also change with different ways of exercising energy costs while walking, jogging, running and swimming Gross and Net Energy Expenditure Net Energy Expenditure - Gross
Energy Expenditure - Recreation Energy Saving Movement Economy and Mechanical Efficiency While Implementing Human Efficiency Is the Ratio of the Amount of Energy Needed to Perform The task of actual work performed by the Economics of Motion requires an assessment of the oxygen consumed while the subject performs a specific exercise exercise The role in the
outcome of most endurance events 65% of the overall change in 10 km running performance among athletes can be explained by variations in the economics of running the economy of cycling has been shown to correlate with % type I muscle fiber, because cycling is usually performed at a rate that approaches 1/3 max reducing the speed of the book claims that type I fibers act
with greater mechanical efficiency, than type II fiber, but this is true only on 1/3 of its own reduction in the rate of Mechanical efficiency mechanical efficiency is a percentage of the total chemical energy spent that promotes external work, the rest are lost as thermal mechanical efficiency (%) - the actual mechanical work/input of energy x 100 on a bicycle ergometer , the average
person shows efficiency of about 25%; as in all machines, the efficiency of the human body for mechanical work is significantly less than 100% overall, The efficiency of human movement in walking, running and cycling fluctuates between 20-30% Energy expenditure while walking the most common form of exercise notification economy is relatively linear between 3.0-5.0 km/h
Body mass effect between 2.0-4.0 mph walking speed, body mass tables can be used to calculate energy costs (exact within 15%) The effects of the Terrain and Walking Surface grass track or cobbled surface does little if any difference to walking in the sand double the calorie cost of walking in soft snow three times the energy consumption of walking on a treadmill or on the
paved surface of the same Downhill Walking is considered negative work less costly in terms of energy to walk down only expends more energy down, When the speed is relatively high and the cost of braking effects on the legs or ankles than carrying a similar weight attached to the torso it makes the cost of energy wearing boots significantly higher than when wearing sneakers
softer sole shoes reduce the cost of oxygen running by about 2.4% compared to similar shoes with solid soles, even if the soft soles of the shoes are heavier using manual and ankle weights impact on the foot while running is approximately 3 times greater than the body's weight While the level of walking per foot is only 30% of this value walking with ankle weights can increase
the cost of energy walking up to values, Generally observed for running without the impact of forces (manual weight lift SBP) works with ankle or arm weights, usually not recommended (benefit no more than a risk) Competition Walkers See Figure 10.5 Energy Expenditure during running demarcation between running and running depends on the level of fitness of the individual it
is more economical to stop walking and start with speed, more than about 5 mph Economy Running fast fast Slowly, because the relationship between oxygen absorption and running speed is linear, the total cost of calories or runs at a given distance at a steady rate of oxygen absorption is about the same, No matter the pace fast or slow it is equivalent : 1 kcal/kg/km or .75
kcal/pound/mile it is more expensive to run than walking any distance because running a little less economical Energy Value Value See table 10.3 Length Step, Step Frequency and Running Speed can be increased by one of three ways: 1. by increasing the th steps every minute (step) 2. increase the distance between the steps (step length) 3. Increasing both the length and
frequency, as a rule, the speed of running increases mainly due to the length of the step and very little step frequency; Only at faster speeds makes the frequency of the pitch become an important large part of the increase in speed with the speed of walking from increasing the step frequency The optimal length of the pitch largely depends on the mechanics of the person or the
style is usually more costly to overwork than the understride athlete usually chooses the length of the step, which is the most optimal, optimal, not being a trainer to do this Works Economy: Children and adults, trained and untrained children are less economical than adults because they require 20-30% more oxygen per body weight unit to work at a certain rate is mainly due to
increased stride frequency and reduced step length the best runners in the world are athletes who are able to cover more distance with the same oxygen consumption (i.e. they are the most economical) Resistance from three factors depend on three factors : 1. Air density 2. projected surface area of the runner 3. A speed runner square even when running in calm air, overcoming
air resistance can wipe 3-9% of the total cost of energy Designing: Often Wise Position can reduce the cost of energy running a marathon race for a great athlete by about 5%, or about 3.5 seconds per mile run for 26 miles (1.5 minutes; win or lose) effect much more for a cyclist in 40 km time trial 90% energy, Generated used to overcome air resistance development in such a
cycling race can reduce energy consumption by as much as 25-35% treadmill vs. Track Running only different in what runs on the track includes fighting Resistance Wind Marathon Running 1988 - Ethiopian - Belayneh Den The 26.2 mile marathon average of just under 4:53/mile equates to an estimate of about 2,400 kcal in just 2 hours of training for this event to consume about
10,000 kcal/week of swimming energy spent on buoyancy and horizontal movement of overcoming the force of resistance depends 1. Liquids Wednesday 2. The size, shape and speed of the swimmer's overall mechanical swimming efficiency ranges from 5 to 9.5% of the energy cost of energy Swimming is about four times the cost of running for the same distance The short
swim measurement methods do not require that subject breathing during the swim (energy consumption is estimated for 40 minutes of recovery) longer swims require one of three methods: 1. The experimenter walks along the pool with portable gas collection equipment 2. the object is attached to the tether system, so that they remain in one place 3. The subject swims in a flume
or swimming treadmill Energy Cost and Drag Total Resistance Force consists of three components: 1. wave resistance caused by the waves that are built before, and from the troughs behind the triathlete 2. Rubbing the skin to drag the water against the skin 3. Viscous drag pressure-reduced by streamlining stroke mechanics (e.g. paddle through water) Ways to reduce the effect
of Drag Force wet suits worn by triathletes help significantly develop (after closely following the leading swimmer) the cost of energy, speed of swimming, and the skills of elite swimmers can swim a certain blow at a given speed with a lower oxygen absorption level than relatively unprepared or recreational swimmers The effect of water temperature is below 77 degrees Celsius
That is used to provide energy for shaking and heat-producing body-lean swimmers suffer the most from this response of average body fat swimmers to perform the best in pool temperature 82 - 86 F Buoyancy effect: Men vs women because of fat, the average female swimmer spends less energy to stay afloat than the average male swimmer for this reason, women swim at a
given distance about 30% below the cost of total energy than men, moreover, the greater peripheral distribution of body fat in women compared to men causes their feet to float high in the water, making them more horizontal or streamlined this effect is most noticeable in distant events; Those who swam the English Channel in no time were significantly high-fat endurance
swimmers has the extreme cost of metabolically swimming the English Channel equivalent to running two back-to-back marathons And measuring people's energy capabilities vary greatly in relation to their metabolic capabilities. This is often referred to as individual differences. There is also a specific metabolic capability that depends on the specific task of exercise. Others
demonstrate a common aerobic or anaerobic ability. Cm. Figure 11.1 Workout effects are very specific to neuromuscular patterning and metabolic demand. Speed, Power, Endurance - Terms should be used carefully to review energy transfer capacity during exercise All exercises for up to 2 minutes of nutrition from or short-term energy systems. See Figure 11.2 Anaerobic
Anaerobic Transmission: Immediate and short-term assessment of energy systems of the immediate energy system of sports, such as football and weightlifting, which rely almost exclusively on high energy phosphate systems. Field tests of anaerobic force are based on two assumptions: 1. 2. These types of tests are called Power Tests P (F x D) / t Usually expressed in watts: 1
watt 0.73756 ft/sec or .01433 kcal/min or 6.12 kg/min Ladder Sprint Power Tests Easy to identify: 1. F and weight in kg 2. D 1.05 m (standard for 9 stairs) 3. T - the length of time that is required if you reach 9 stairs in a matter of seconds and convert into units of minutes - kg-m/min limitation of interpretation of results, is that body weight will strongly affect energy output; if two
people cover the same land at the same time, the heavier person will have more power there is no evidence to support that the heavier person has a more developed ATP-CP system should use this test to evaluate individuals with similar body weight either before and after testing Jumping Power Tests Sargent Leap and reach the test standing wide jump Other power test Sprint
Running or Cycling can also be used criterion to determine the immediate energy ability of the low correlation between power tests shows that most nutrition tests are specific tasks and do not necessarily indicate the levels of ATP-CP tissues used by the ATP-CP 2 pool size. ATF and CP depletion level in response to short-term implementation - 3. oxygen deficiency based on
oxygen absorption curve 4. Rapid Oxygen Recovery Component Assessment of short-term energy system Blood lactate level is the most common indicator of short-term energy system activation. This does not mean that the aerobic energy system does not provide any energy for this task. More difficult to quantify than maximum aerobic capacity performance tests for anaerobic
power requires a test of up to 3 minutes of maximum effort. Cycling, running and repetitive lifting have all been used by high intramuscular glycogen levels to affect test performance or final lactate accumulation levels. The performance test should be similar to the activity for which energy ability is measured. The two most common tests are the Katch and Wingate tests, both of
which relate to short-term tona cycling. Children have significantly less anaerobic ability. In addition, women have less short-term anaerobic ability than men, even when differences in body weight and muscle mass are taken into action. Blood lactate levels accumulate at a level above approximately 55% VO2 max continues to grow linearly with the duration of all-out exercises up
to 3 minutes (can reach 140 mg / 100 ml of blood) Glycogen depletion See figure 11.7 fibers of specific depletion exhaustion depends on the way exercise during high-intensity intervals, the rapidly twitching fibers depleted glycogen faster (less capacity for aerobic E) Individual differences in anaerobic energy transmission potential Three main factors contribute to individual
differences in ability to anaerobic training: 1. previous training 2. Motivation 3. The ability of buffer acid metabolites Effects training trained people can use more of their glycogen muscles and accumulate more lactic acid before fatigue kits in Buffering Acid Metabolites consensus that trained people have buffering capabilities, which is within the range expected for healthy untrained
individuals taking bicarbonate solution to help buffer acid during intense anaerobic exercise improves performance can achieve much higher levels of lactic acid aerobic energy: Long-term energy system VO2 max is a fundamental physiological measure in exercise physiology See Figure 11.9 Measuring maximum absorption of oxygen treadmill running and stationary cycling are
the most common but it is often the exercise task of a particular swimming, skating, etc. can also be used running on a treadmill is the method that has the most degree of overlap among athletes Criteria of alignment of peak oxygen absorption (if alignment is not achieved then it's called Peak VO2) 2. lactic acid level 70-80 mg / 100 ml 3. reaching the projected age of maximum
heart rate 4. Max RER over 1.00 Tests of maximum oxygen absorption numerous tests have been developed, usually consists of progressively graded exercises especially difficult for unprepared individuals Comparison tests can be continuous or intermittent: most researchers and subjects prefer continuous due to the short running causes very little local cycling fatigue often
causes too much local fatigue comparing 6 treadmill tests to figure 11.11. Exercise Mode 2. Show 3. State of Training 4. Body size and composition 5. Sex 6. The age exercise regimen affects the VO2 max depending on the amount of muscle mass gained during treadmill activity and bench step modes similar to cycling and swimming depends on the level of skill an athlete riding
a bike can come close to achieving a c with a treadmill, but even trained VO2 max's swimmers during swimming are 11% lower than those obtained during heredity treadmill testing, determined by fraternal vs. identical twins, can determine up to 93% variation in VO2 max, and 81% variation in glycolytic Trainability genes of two people performing the same exercise program, one
person can show a 10-fold improvement of the other of this due to the effect of the interaction between learning and genetics, the state of VO2 learning max will increase between 5 and 20% depending on whether Whether a man in shape or not in the form of Gender VO2 max women is usually 15-30% lower than in men with trained athletes endurance the gap is slightly smaller
mainly due to hemoglobin and differences in body composition body size and composition 69% differences due to body size and composition differences between the sexes even after elimination of differences in the : 1. Body weight 2. muscle mass 3. hemoglobin concentration 4. Learning history there is still a biologically inherent difference between men and women with VO2
max Age See Figure 11.14 The gap between men and women widens with the age of 12 to 16 after the age of 25, VO2 max is steadily declining at a rate of about 1% per year, so, by age 55, this is about 27% below the values reported for 20-year-olds this effect largely depends on the level of activity but the age effect is still present Tests for predicting aerobic ability should
consider: 1. extensive laboratory equipment 2. High theme motivation 3. Health hazards are therefore predictive measures have been developed vo2 max can be predicted from: walking tests, running endurance tests, pitch tests, and from heart rate predictions based on heart rate to collect sub-maximum data on VO2 and HR and make a linear graph to calculate the hypothetical
max HR and expand the line for forecasting VO2 max See figure 11.15 Limitations on HR-VO2 max ratios within one exercise mode : 1. 2. 3. 4. Taking all these factors into account, VO2 max predicted from sub-maximum HR, usually within 10-20% of the actual cost of training for anaerobic and aerobic powers throughout the book there is an emphasis on specific activities and
their dependence on specific energy pathways the relative contribution of each energy system depends on the intensity and duration of training activities for anaerobic and aerobic activities is the same for men and women in the wide range Of Basic Training Principles to facilitate biological adaptation with many variables that can be controlled by Overload Principle exercise
overload - this incentive that triggers the learning response involves manipulation: 1. Frequency 2. Intensity 3. Duration 4. Specificity Mode Principle specific exercises causes specific adaptations, creating specific effects of learning Specific VO2 max after training, little improvement when aerobic abilities are measured during dissimilar exercises: improvements are important when
test exercises are the same exercises used in learning some overlaps are usually observed, but not so much specific local changes and blood distribution, and enzymatic enhancement occurs only in trained trained Individual Differences Principle Training Response Depends on Start Level Fitness Workout Benefits Optimized, When programs planned to meet the individual needs
and capabilities of participants principle reversibility after only 1 to 2 weeks of detraining, a significant reduction in metabolic and physical capabilities occur 5 subjects bedridden for 20 consecutive days, VO2 max decreased by 25% Physiological Effects of Learning See Table 21.3 Summary of Physiological and Metabolic Changes with Learning Anaerobic System Changes 1.
increase in the level of rest of anaerobic substrates 2. increase in the quantity and quality of key enzymes 3. increasing the ability to generate high blood lactate levels during all of the exercises Aerobic system changes the metabolic adaptation of metabolic machines of large mitochondria more numerous mitochondria Enzymes to double the level of aerobic enzymes Lipid
Metabolism increased the ability to mobilize, Deliver, and Lipid Oxidation See Figure 21.4 Carbohydrate Metabolism Greater ability to oxidize carbohydrates muscle fiber Type small shifts in fiber type (especially against LC) all fibers maximize pre-existing potentials of muscle fiber Size selective hypertrophy slow twitching of muscle fibers Cardiovascular and pulmonary
adaptations Heart Size increased weight and volume of cardiac plasma Volume increased plasma volume (i.e. increase in O2 carrying) Heart rate decreased rest and submaximal pulse Stroke Volume increase in the volume of stroke at rest and during exercise heart output increase maximum cardiac output is the most significant change in cardiovascular function with aerobic
preparation of oxygen extraction of water in the reduction of water stress , and during submaximal exercises the pulmonary function of the respiratory speed is reduced to a trained object at the same absolute level of exercise due to more effective gradients of oxygen pressure in the lungs; Less ventilation requires less energy from the respiratory muscles Other adaptation 1. Body
composition changes - more muscles less fat 2. Body heat transfer - improved sweating response 3. performance changes - obvious 4. Psychological Benefits - Reduced anxiety, depression with improved self-esteem the practical effects of cellular adjustments probably account for a trained person able to perform a steady course of exercise on a large percentage of VO2 max
factors that affect aerobic response training 1. Initial level of aerobic fitness 2. Intensity of training 3. Training frequency 4. Duration of Training Initial Level of Aerobic Fitness room for improvement if you start without a lot of aerobic capacity training intensity Physiological changes depend primarily on the intensity of overload with seven ways to express the intensity of exercise: 1.
calories/time unit 2. Absolute Power 3. % of maximum capacity (% of VO2 max) 4. below or above the lactate threshold of 5. HR exercise or % of the maximum HR 6. multiples of rest metabolism (METS) 7. rating of perceived voltage (RPE) train as a percentage of HRmax as a general rule, Aerobic ability is improved if exercise is intense enough to increase the heart rate to
about 70% of the maximum alternative method: train by 60% the difference between rest and maximum heart rate: HR threshold nevertheless it still provides significant improvement over time called conversational exercises relative tension should be maintained as one adapts to the implementation or implementation of the program becomes a service program Is strenuous
training more effective? There is a ceiling effect on the benefits that a person achieves with greater intensity: the general rule is that the intensity of exercise 85% is the upper limit, but it is not yet defined by the scientific training of the sensitive zone of the See. Figure 21.8 Is Less Intensive Training Effective? Generally, a lower intensity of exercise can be offset by longer duration
of exercise Train on perception of effort See figure 21.9 13-14 RPE - 70% VO2 max Duration training is no longer better, but 20-30 minutes is usually recommended for the general population to achieve success in aerobic ability Training Frequency, if considered to improve aerobic ability, frequency workouts little difference if considered for weight loss, the frequency of workouts
makes a big difference (recommended 60 minutes or 300 kcal/day) Exercise mode many different training regimes will be taxed by the aerobic system until they include large muscle, long to improve? significant improvements can be noted within a few weeks of relatively linear improvement over 10 weeks levels near genetically predisposed highs Maintenance aerobic fitness
improvements in aerobic ability involve slightly different learning requirements, than its maintenance, if the intensity is carried out constant, the frequency and duration of exercise required to maintain a certain level of aerobic fitness is much less than required to improve its slight drop in intensity due to the reduction of VO2 max other factors such as glycogen storage are not
supported with reduced volume (duration and frequency) Training methods with increased opportunities for participation, individuals with natural abilities are likely to be exposed to Sports Anaerobic Training ATP and KP system can be overwhelmed repeatedly repeatedly Within 5-10 seconds, the recovery takes place quickly and 30 seconds of rest, Normally, enough speed of
movement and desired power should be considered due to a set of motor units, etc. Dairy acid Generating ability of anaerobic training is both physiologically and psychologically taxing and requires considerable motivation includes repeated bouts of 1 minute specific maximum exercise followed by 3-5 minutes of recovery of aerobic training See Figure 21.12 three main methods :
1. Training interval 2. Continuous preparation 3. Fartlek Training Interval Training High Intensity with Rest Periods; Can range from a few seconds to a few minutes 4 considerations: 1. intensity of exercise 2. exercise interval 3. Recovery duration 4. The number of repetitions of interval exercises-recovery in interval training, the intensity of exercises should be directed to specific
energy systems for training Interval exercises and interval assistance (practical application) See. Table 21.7 Continuous training (long slow distance) moderate or high aerobic intensity performed at 60-80% of VO2max One of the advantages of this type of training is that the athlete can train with about the same intensity as the competition Fartlek Training (Fartlek - Swedish word -
speed of the game) adapting the interval and continuous training is particularly well suited for physical exercise from the doors and on the natural terrain can be adjusted to be very scientific, but usually governed by how the simulator feels (allows freedom and variety in training sessions) Overtrained training : Too much good one. overtraining often equates to stagnation 2.
Unexplained and persistent poor performance with increased difficulty recovering from workout 3. disturbed mood conditions characterized by general fatigue, depression and irritability 4. increased resting pulse, painful muscles, and increased susceptibility to upper respiratory tract infections and gastrointestinal tract disaster 5. Insomnia 6. Weight loss 7. Excessive Muscle Force
Injury: Learning Muscles to Become Stronger Part I : Measuring Strength and Resistance Training through 1950s Athletes abstained from weightlifting, fearing that they would become muscle-bound and lose their flexibility myth dispelled in the early 1960s measuring the muscular strength of muscle strength of muscle strength - the maximum strength or tension generated by
muscle or muscle groups measured in four directions: 1. Dynanotheria 3. Single-repeat maximum (1 RM) 4. The computer power and power definition of Cable Tensiometry is lightweight and allows versatility to measure the force of entry at all angles in the range (ROM) Dynanometry work on the principle of compression One-Repetition Maximum (1RM) self-evident, but q is
usually lower than trained subjects would predict due to the necessary correct form often estimate max from submax submax In pre-odolescent, elderly, hypertensive or cardiac patients Computer Aid, Electromechanical and Isocinetic Methods of Force Prenuors or Power Platforms Isokinetic Machines control the speed of movement and the subject alters the effort applied
throughout this movement See Figure 22.2 Force Testing Considerations 1. Standardized Instructions 2. homogeneous warm-up 3. minimize the effect of learning 4. a consistent measurement angle of 5. average a few tests or just a maximum score of 6. Use tests with high reproducibility 7. express strength with absolute or relative learning factors in assessing muscle strength
multiple attempts should be allowed before the true maximum is achieved through the effect of training, Associated with Nervous Adjustment (especially true in Untrained Persons) Gender Differences in Muscle Strength Strength in relation to Muscle Cross Section 16-30 Newtons Strength/Cm2 (Variability Due to Testing Conditions) Strength Output Depends on This Male and
Female Very Similar at the Same Age Absolute Differences of muscle strength between the sexes primarily due to LBM especially in upper body Sex Differences in the Weightlifting Championships See Table in class Note differences here due to body composition and participation in sports Relative muscle strength can be expressed in relation to body weight or low-fat body weight
no differences in muscle quality The only quantity however, the difference in strength still exists when expressed in terms of the relative strength of the alometric Scaling relationship between body weight and muscle strength is not linear, so the strength per body mass unit is usually expressed with the correction factor See Figure 22.7 Muscle Training, To become stronger,
usually, the muscle has worked close to its strength - generating capacity will increase in strength resistance training for children the main concern over well-being children undergoing resistance training usually, high repetitions and relatively low resistance can significantly improve the muscle strength of children without adverse effect on bone, muscle or connective tissue
Progressive resistance weight training the most popular resistance training techniques of the three resistance training sets of repetition training developed with the second world war : 1. 3-12 reps improves strength most 2. one maximum per week will increase the strength of the unprepared person 3. The variation in q reps makes very little difference in terms of strength to get 4.
performing more sets (up to 5 or more) will increase strength faster than running one set per workout 5. Optimal - days a week varies depending on the individual 6. learning the same part of the body too often obviously can and a reduction in strength of 7. Climbing at a higher speed can provide more profit than climbing at a slower speed of 8. neither free weights nor machines
are inherently better for developing macrocycles of strength periodization (1 year) of mesocycles (3 months) microcycles (4 weeks) manipulate intensity, volume, frequency, sets, repetitions and rest periods See. Figure 22.9 consists of: 1st stage of preparation 2. First Transitional Stage 3. Stage 4 of the competition. the second phase of transition (recovery period) phase of
preparation - specific development of force with a large volume (3-5 set of 8-12 reps) and low intensity (50-80% from 1 RM) the first phase of transition - specific moderate strength development (3-5 sets of 5-6 repetitions) and moderate intensity (80-90% 1RM) of the competition phase - the specific development of strength is emphasized by low volume, low volume, Volume and
high intensity (3-5 sets of 2-4 reps at 90-95% of 1RM) the second transition phase (recovery period) - emphasizes recreational activities low-intensity, non-tax workouts; At the end of the second transitional phase, the periodization cycle can be repeated in preparation for the next practical recommendations competition to initiate a weight-training load program, which is equal to
about 60-80% muscle strength generating power enough to increase the strength of 12-15 reps for the beginner, usually avoiding joint injuries to the lower back pain of the weak abdominal area, and poor joint flexibility in the lower back and legs often leads to lower back pain syndrome proper application of exercises for the abdomen and lower back often facilitates Recovery from
lower back belt pain syndrome is especially important to wear a weightlifting belt during near-maximum lifts (even more importantly, if the lift usually uses a belt) Resistance Training Plus aerobic training often equals less strength Improvement of added energy (and perhaps protein) requirements such heavy endurance training can limit muscle growth and responsiveness to
resistance training Isometric Strength Training in strength with strength also specific to the joint angle and position of the body training isometric training can be useful, especially in rehabilitation, which are better, static or dynamic methods? both create an increase in muscle strength, but the key is the specifics of the training response that is mainly due to changes in both the
musculoskeletal brain as well as the nervous system Additional Resistance Training with modified sports equipment example given in the book consisted of pitching baseballs larger and less mass than usual, simulating greater resistance and speed accordingly, both programs have led to an increase in pitching speed, confirming the notion that programs should modified sports
equipment in the actual motion model Specificity is not always observed, if the movement structure of the two training methods is sufficiently similar as will create benefits in strength (e.g.: free weight vs. isokinetic squats in one study) Isokinetic Resistance Training is based on resistance exerted against the load at a constant rate compared to standard weightlifting, isokinetics
allows variable resistance that tries to match the strength of successful lifting while standard weightlifting can lead to failure in sticking in the that the design of the machines is based on medium levers, etc. the average population Experiments with isokinetic exercise and training at a higher speed of movement, greater torque per unit of body weight achieved by individuals with a
higher percentage of fast twitch fibers should try to train at a similar speed to carry out the task, but most isokinetic machines will not allow movement that is approaching pitching speed, etc.   Pliometric explosive jump training; employed in connection with the concept of stretching cycle contraction and neuromuscular adaptation used for basketball, volleyball, football and athletics,
used during a two-handed swing for a man who jumps from two feet of EMG During maximum ballistic muscle action breaking antagonistic muscles during the baseball field agonistic EMG, then antagonist EMG then agonist EMG Part 2: Adaptation with resistance that strongly affect development: 1. genetics 2. activation of the nervous system 3. Environmental Factors See Figure
22.17 4. endocrine effects 5. Food status 6. physical activity and physical factors that alter the expression of human strength two common changes to increase human strength are: 1. psychological (neural) factors 2. Muscle Factors Psychological-Neural Factors May Be the Result: 1. More Effective Neural Model Set 2. increased activation of CNS 3. improved synchronization of
motor units 4. Reducing nerve inhibitors 5. inhibition of the organs of the tendon Golgi hypnosis and other methods, which below inhibition have been proven to be successful methods of increasing muscle strength of the ultimate strength limitation determined by anatomical and physiological factors in the joint muscle strength itself strength is a combination of muscle strength and
speed of muscular hypertrophy increase in muscle tension (stretching) is the main requirement for initiating skeletal muscle growth or hypertrophy primarily due to the expansion of individual muscle fibers sarcoma formed as a result of increased protein synthesis and decreased protein , CP and glycogen in storage of mitochondrial volume and enzyme - actually dropping in the
hypertrophied muscles of very old people still exhibit a hypertrophic response to muscular hyperplasia: Are new muscle fibers made? Yes, but the increase in fiber is thought to be do not promote hypertrophy throughout the muscle in any noticeable degree Changes in studies of muscle fiber type composition using resistance training have not shown any change in the type of fiber
it does not mean that twitching characteristics cannot be altered more moderate changes can occur in type IIa and type IIb fibers, as well as light chains Comparative responses of men and women's muscle strength and gender hypertrophy basic differences in response to resistance training it appears that the absolute amount of muscular hypertrophy is probably due to 20-30
times higher testosterone levels the absolute increase in muscle mass is greater in men, but % of hypertrophy for men and women is very similar is the muscle strength associated with bone density? muscle strength in older women indicates bone mineral density; can be used as a predictive index Detraining little data has been collected, but several studies show rapid loss of
strength with detraining, most likely due to neuromuscular changes, hormonal changes and lack of muscle stimuli for muscle hypertrophy can be maintained with less frequency and high intensity metabolic stress Resistance Training little metabolic stress in most programs; Not recommended for cardiovascular improvement or weight control Chain Resistance Chain Resistance
Chain Resistance Training emphasizes the whole body and increases metabolic demand by 8-15 exercise stations; 30 seconds of repetition at 40-55% 1RM; 15 seconds of rest between stations; 30-50 minutes of continuous exercise of muscle soreness and stiffness of temporary soreness immediately after the DOMS workout (delayed onset of muscle soreness) appears later and
can last for several days 1. minute tears in the muscle itself due to damage to the contractual elements 2. osmotic pressure changes that cause fluid retention in surrounding tissues 3. muscle spasms 4. overexertion and possibly tearing part of the muscles of the connective tissue use 5. acute inflammation 6. change in the regulation of calcium control cells 7. The combination of
the above-mentioned factors Of Pain occurs predominantly with eccentric actions significantly more DOMS with eccentric exercise (also a little more DOMS with isometric exercise) more pronounced with the elderly population The actual level of cellular damage serum creatine kinase (CK) and myoglobin increase with DOMS quickly twitch muscle fibers are more vulnerable to
reduced effect after Just one case of DOMS; This decrease in DOMS can last as long as 6 weeks Altered sarcoplamic reticulum (and sarcolemma?) reduced absorption and release of calcium in SR SR DOMS also leaking calcium due to damage to sarcolem eventually leads to calcium overload of damaged cells and destruction of myophilaments this leads to a reduction in the
capacity of production strength and ultimately muscle soreness Special means for performance and conditioning ergogen - refers to the application of nutrition, physical, mechanical, psychological, or pharmacological procedures or assistance to improve physical performance or athletic performance of thousands of means offered, Only a few actually have a positive effect on the
performance of Pharmacological agents of use and abuse of drugs in sports for high school and high school anabolic steroids used originally for muscle wasting diseases, and the legal use for osteoporosis structure and action functions in the same way that the main male hormone testosterone masculinizing effects can be minimized by the manipulation of styling far exceeds the
recommended medically recommended dose of the recent examination of the U.S. team members that 66% of lifts used by androgeno-anabolic steroids estimate $200 million a year in the illegal trafficking of children can lead to premature essation of bone growth; about 1 in 15 high school students are effective? A pathetic description from your book argues that the consequences
are ambiguous; A comprehensive review of the best studies will point to a strong anabolic and force-causing effect Are there risks? decrease in the release of endogenous testosterone increase in estradiol release increased LDL /HDL - increased aggressiveness of cardiovascular disease, hyperactivity, irritability of the American College of Sports Medicine - Statement on anabolic
steroids use of anabolic androgenic steroids athletes contrary to the rules and ethical principles of sports competition outlined by many sports governing bodies HGH: Next magic pill? Somatotropin (HGH) increases the fatty acid decay, and increases muscle mass much of the aging response with tissues is associated with a decrease in endogenous GH with age gigantism against
acromegaly GH works in a similar nature to anabolic steroids and has side effects; The use of GH in the elderly population may be safe, but the definition must be made on a case-by-case basis cannot be detected with tests, because recombinant growth hormone is the same as our own endogenous GH can cause diabetes, joint disorders, cancer, and liver disease nutritional
supplements for the anabolic effect in general, studies do not offer evidence of the ergogenic effect of peroral amino acids on hormone secretion or performance of amphetamines the stimulant effect on the CNS Benzedrin and Dexedrine are the most common 5-20 mg usually the effect of the central nervous system within 30-90 minutes increases alertness and and and reduces
the feeling of fatigue; In terms of performance little benefit many side effects including the addiction of Caffeine lipid soluble compound, which can have a positive effect depending on the individual and the event of approximately 2.5 cups of coffee (350 mg), 60 minutes before the workout significantly extended the time before exhaustion in a moderate endurance exercise
stimulates the breakdown of fat as a method of preserving glycogen reduces RPE to the same level of VO2; may be the CNS (perception of discomfort) effect, rather than metabolic effect (glycogen sparing), probably as the cns effect and metabolic effect of any direct effect on muscle activation (sarcolemma or SR) Warning : powerful diuretic can lead to dehydration of pangamic
acid commonly known as Vitamin B15 supposedly increase oxygen absorption, reduced lactic acid build-up and increased endurance; No solid research in the U.S. has shown any useful ergogenic capacity the FDA has made selling and distributing this substance to illegal Buffering Solutions can help all of the exercise 30-120 seconds by reducing the amount of H, which
accumulate and cause fatigue conflicting results in studies due to difficulties in processing doses that are needed for a possible increase in the performance of sodium bicarbonate at 300 mg/kg of body weight improved 800 meters race by 2.9 seconds or approximately 19 meters of sodium citrate (.05g/kg body weight) will reduce the GI disaster Red Blood reinfusion-Blood Doping
often referred to as induced red blood cells As it works between 450 ml and 1800 ml taken from the body and plasma removed and immediately overgrown red blood cells frozen and stored 3-8 weeks allowed the athlete to naturally recover his/her own RBC account 1-7 days before the contest , stored blood cells are spilled (autologous transfusion) RBC count or haemoglobin -
can raise from 8-20% to 19 g Hb / 100 ml of blood; will last up to 2 weeks harmful if the viscosity of the blood increases too much does blood doping work? blood storage methods often determine if studies show a positive effect of blood doping usually increase 5-13% in aerobic capacity; also reducing the storage of heat in the body and increasing sweating answers New Twist -
Hormonal Blood Doping erythropoietin - a natural hormone, which stimulates bone marrow to produce red blood cells can lead to stroke, heart attack, heart failure, or pulmonary swell when hematocrit reaches 60% Warm-Up (Preliminary exercises) provides both psychological advantage and physiological warm-up edges should be gradual and sufficient to increase muscle and
core temperature without causing fatigue or energy reserves the effect of pre-warm on vigorous exercise indicates a benefit in regards to oxygen supply and oxygen demand during exercise there is significant evidence of evidence breathing hyperoxic gas during sub-maximum and maximum aerobic exercise increases physical performance by 5-10% increase in VO2 maximum
due to the extended difference of a-v O2 multiplied by an increase in cardiac output Changing carbohydrate load - a popular method also called glycogenic supercompensation; results in 4-5g of gyllycogen for every 100g of muscle (as opposed to normal 1.7 g/100 g muscles) acts through a change in glycogen storage enzyme - glycogen synthease is applied only to intense and
prolonged aerobic activity; Not required for seizures for less than 60 minutes negative aspects include weight gain water storage with CHO storage, as glycogen See Figure 21.4 for modified glycogen load importance of interest groups in politics. importance of interest groups in democracy. importance of interest groups pdf. importance of interest groups in politics today. the
increased number and importance of interest groups. increasing importance of interest groups
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